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FOREWORD

Tb implement an educational approach suCcessfully, one must match the philoso-
phy of-evaluation with that of instruction. This is particularly true when individual-
ization is the key element in the-educational approach. Yet, as important as it is to
achieve this match, the task is by no means simple for the teacher. In fact, without
specific resource materials 'to help him, he is apt to find the task overwhelming: For
this reason., ISCS has developed a set of individualized evaluation materials as part of
its Individualized Teacher Preparation (ITP) program. These materials are designed
to assist teachers in their transition to individualized instruction and to lielp them
tailor their assessment of students' progress to the needs of all their students.

The twO modules concerned with evaluation, Individualizing Objective Testing and
Evaluating and Reporting Progress, can be used by small groups of teachers in in-
service settings or by individual teachers in a local school erlironment. Hopefully,
they will do more than- give each teacher an overview of individualiied 'evaluation.
These ITP modules suggest key strategies for achieving both subjective and objective
evaluation of each student's progress. And to make it easier for teachers. to put such
strategies into practice, ISCS has produced the associated booklets entitled Perform
ance Objectives, Performance Asse.vsmetit Resmirces, and-Ped'ormance checks. Using
tIkese materials; the teacher can objectively assess the student's mastery of the proc-
esses, skills, and subje,ct matter of the ISCS program. And the teacher can obtain:
at the moment when they are needed, specific suggestions for remedying the stu-
dent's identified deficiencies.

If you are an ISCS teacher, selective use of these materials will guide you in devel-
oping an individualized evaluation program best suited tO your own settings and thus
further enhance the individualized character of your ISCS prograni.

The Co-Directors
Intermediate Science Curriculum Study
Rm 415, W.H. Johnston 13..uilding
415 North Monroe Street
TallahasSee, Florida 32301



NOTES TO THE STUDENT

Now that you have completed several chapters, excursions, and self-evaluations, you
are ready to help your teacher determine how well you are doing. The performance
checks in this book will proVide your teacher with this information. Then your
teacher can help you with things you may not understand and cah.keep a record
of your progress.

Read the next section carefully. It explains some important things about the 'per-
formance checks in this book, and it gives'ou specific, suggestions for using them.

What YouNeed To Know about Performance Checks

I. You do performance checks when you are ready. Per-
formance checks are somewhat like .the questions in the self-
evaluations you do them when you are ready, not, when
the whole class is.ready.
2. Your teacher or both of you decide.how many youtdo.
Your teacher or you and your teacher together will decide
which ones you should do. You are not expected to do all
of the performance checks.

3. There are three forms for each performagik check. Every
performance check is written in three forms A, B, and C.
(The title of this booklet tells you whether it is Forin A, B,or
C.) Usually the answers for 'each form are different. When
you do a cheek, you will use only one form. The A, B, and C
forms al-Q always in different bookletS. Within each booklet
ali the performance objectives for the, same unit are listed
together. A unit contains two or three chapters and their re-
lated excursions. These units are in numerical order. Each
unit has performance checks based .on core material and per-
formance checks based on excursionsl.
4. Each performance check has its own number. The number
is in the outside margin of the page and will look like this:
03-Core-17A or 05 Exc 17-2-2A. These numbers mean'

Core. - 17 A and 05 Exc. 17-2 - 2 A_

b
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5.- Each perforthance check is separated .froin the other.
There is a line before each performance check and one after
it Some performance checks have several parts, so do every-
thing called for between the lines. If there is no line at the
bottom of a page, the check is continued onto-the next page.
6. Sometimes you will need tg use equipment. It' '§pecial
materials are ne.e.dedtheY will bein boxes -labeled With the
'same mimber and sometimes the same letter too as the per-
formance check for which you need them.
7. Some performance.checks. have two or more answers. If
more -than one answer is correct; you must select all the cor-
rect choices. In such cases selecting just one answer is not
enough.
8. Some performance.checks have no answers.- Occasionally,
you may be aske!d to 4o something that is impossible and tO
explain your answer. if so, say that the task is impossible
and explain why.

This isrit the kind of
cheCkbook you write in.

9. You share books of pedformance checks and YOU DO
NOT WRITE IN THEM. Write your answers:on other paper. ,
Give the number and 'form of the performance check for each
answer you write. If' you are to draw a graph, your teacher
may provide you with grid paper.
.' Your teacher or his assistant will collect and mark your.
checks. And, sometimes you must ask him to watch or asSist
you as you do a check.

II.. Sometimes a. review procedure willthe suggested. If you
can't do a performance chec. k, you may be asked to review
a part of' the text of a self-evaluation question. You may
then be checked on the same material, so be sure you under-
stand the material you- revieW. Get help if you need it.
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An Antarctic exploration team sent back only.the information'given ip the table be-
, low about samples X and Y. Nothing else isknown about them.

I. Can you be certaiti that substances X and-Y are different substances?
2. Explain your answer.

SAMPLE X SAMPLE Y

Volume 23 cc 27.6 cc

Color blue blue

Mass 20 g 24 g

Texture rough smooth

01-Core-lB

What are two actions you would take if you spill an unknown or ia dangerous chemi-
cal on yourself or someone else? .

Get any materials you need in addition to those in box 01-Core-3 to complete this-
item. Place 'A of a teaspoon of powder from the bag into a beaker. Add about 5
drops of the acid in bottle D to the powder, Record the obsd'rvations that yp.0 make.

01-Core-2B

01-Core-3B

Get a piece of rock aril' a piece of shell from the supply. area an,d enough of the pow-
der from bottle 01-Cbre-4B to cover the bottom of a test tube, You may use 'any or
all of the following: a balance, a -bottle of hydrochloric acid (HO), a magnifying
glass,.safety glasses, and a graduated cylinder.

1. Is the powder more like rock or shell?
2. Explain your answer.

01-Core-4B .

- Get two baby-food jars. Label one X-and the other Y. At the supply area are two
bags, one labeled 01(ore-5X and the other labeled 01-Core-5Y. Now get a small
sample of $60:fIer from each of the two bags. Also get a dropper bottle of hydro-
chloric aciaff'1). If your room has an acid area, do your test there.

1, Which sample is rock powder?
2. Which sample is shell powder?
3. How did the observations you made allow you to identify which powder
came from rock and which powder came from shell?

01-Core-5B

.

Jean crushed a solid object that she found on the bottom-of a stream. Which.of its 01-Core-613

properties will probably change the' least? 4.

a. Its roughdess
b. Its size
c. Its reaction with WI
d. Its shape-



01-Core-.78 Suppose you were to shrink in size so th;Notu were able to walk inside a piece of
iron. .

1. Draw a ciiagraih showing how the inside of this piece of pure iron might
look to you.
2. Explain your diagram. '

01-Core-8B Choose the best .answer below, A scientific model is
.a. 'a description of the wa.y it really is inside of matter.
b. invented in the Minds of people to explain observations.
c. a statement of things that the best scientists have Observed, 4ng scientif-
ic instruments.
d., unchangeable.

01-Core-9B Select any statements belo.w which are part of the. particle model of matter.'
a. Heat energy increases the motion of Natter particles.
b. Matter particles are.closest together in a solid.

.c. There.is only one kind of matter particle.
d. Matter particles move. at a constant speed
e. Matter particles can move.

01-Core-10B Select the letter of the choice below which best completes the statement A scientif-
..ic model

a. always provides correct answers to scientific questions.
b, s true because it comes from nature, and nature is always right.

should be thrown out if an experiment does.not work as the model pre-
dicts.
d. is used because it helps to e lain observations and to predict other

. observations, not because it is known to be correct.

01-Core-11B- Select the statements which are true about.a scicntific model.
a. It helps to interpret sets of observations.
b. It is an observation.
c. It can include a physical object or a set of objects.
d. It Can be a mental picture. .

3

01-Core-12B Copy the numbers of the words below. Tell whether each substance is found at ordi-
.

nary room temperature as a solid, a liquid,' or a gas. Write S (for solid), L (for
liquid), or G (far gas) after its number on your paper.

I. Cider 5. Wood
tsj 2. Rayon 6. Air

3. Oxygen 7. Fuel oil
4. Steel 8. Sandpaper

01-Core-13B Scientists often make use of a scientific model. List two things that a good scientifie
model does.

3
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Define mass by completing the folloWing sentence. Mass is _. a1:Core-14B

Copy the list of words below. Place a P after those things which are made up of
particles. Place an M after those things which are matter. YOu may place both a P
and an M after the same word.

1.. Water
2. Air
3. Soap

14. Tea
5. TWought.

01-Core-15B

On your paper, copy the five words-tisted below.. Place an M after those things which 01-Coye-16B

have mass: Place an X after those-thingsS rhade.up of matter. You may plac'e b94th an
M and an X after a word.

I. 'Bean
2. Tea
3. Film
4. Air
5. 4!irit

Suppose you were. given a balloon filled with carbon dioxide. What would you have 01 -Core-17B

to show about carbon dioxide 4o prove that it is matter?

_ar
.

Get a balance and a set of gram masses. 'Then, from box 01-.Core-I8, get a small air 01-Core-188 .

piston and a rubber stopper. Find the mass of each of the objects from the box as
closely as possible.. Write the name of each object and its mass oh.your answer sheet.

If a lAf,dontains 7.5 cc of watc.r,what is the water yolume jn_nil? 01-C'ore-19B

Get bottle 0 I-Core-20B, and fill it with water to the line marked on the side. Use a
graduated cylinder to determine the volume of water in the bottle.

01-Core-20B

Harlin's.Shoe Store gave away .500 balloons filled with a gas.
I. Is the gas in the balloons matter'?
2. How do you know?

01-Core-21B

F141 a large beaker 3/4 full of Water. Turn a small beaker upside down, and place it un-
der the water. Slowly turn it right side up. What, if any, is the state or forin of mat-
ter coming from the beaker?

01-Core-22B



01-Core-238 On the sketch provided by your teacher, mark the place in your-ISCS room where
each of the fol ing is normally stored.

1. B,u Of sand
2. F. lanket
3 ety goggl
4. CO2 a-acia fire extinguishen
5. First-aid kit

01-Core-248 Your teacher will observe you for this check when he catL,
V,

01-Core-25B Your teacher Will observe you for this Check when he dan.

01-Core-26B Your teacher will observe you for this check when he. can.

01-COre-27B Ypurtteacher will observe-you for this check When he can.

01-Core-28B Your teacher will observe you for this check when he can.

01-EXc 2-2,1B, Listed in Column, A beloW are six quantitieS commonly measured in science. -Copy
them onto your paper.,

From Column B, choose the metric unit used to express each of these quantities
and write.it on your paper after the quantity it matches.

Column A (Quantities) Colunin B (Units)
1. Mass gram/cc (m1)
2. Volume feet/second
3. Speed (distance/time unit) ton
4: Temperature meter/second
5. Length gram
6. Density (mass/unit volume) quart

foot

milliliter
°F
centimeter
ounce/cu in

01-Exc 2-3-1B Suppose that it's the year 2050, and you have just landed On the planet Xeno in a
distant galaxy. Somehow you feel that your weight is much different than it was.
on earth. Your weight on the planet Xen9 is determined by three factorS. Name
twt of them.
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49

Select the fetter of the property of a solid that, ould be different on the earth, Mars,

and 'Jupiter.
à.Mass ..
h. Weight ,
c. -Volume ,

d. Color

.01-Exc. 2-3,2B

Select the letter of the choice belOw which lists the important factors that 'cl.terthine

your 4eight on earth.
a.. Your I, and distance from .the ce-nter of -the earth, and the earth's mass
b. Your mass and ,distance-from the center. Of the earth, and- the earth's
volume
c. Your mass and volume, and the ekth's mass. .

d. None of these

01-.Exc, 2-3-3B.

4

v
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Get jars D and C from box 02-Core-1 at the supply -area. What is the state of-the
matter, if any, In each of the jars?

w

'Jean .and Sandy decided to do 'ex-actly the same expeknent sp er eacrately. Lath. . 02.Core-2B

descrited her experiment. Both said they. were doing the same things, but their re- k

. Sults and conclusions.were'very different. Jean and Sandy argued that at least one
4,

of 'them muk have done soTthing that was different, from what she thought shei .

r)

hadedone. /.
, ,-

- ..-,

1. Is it liossibl6 that both girls hadidpne exactly the same experiMent? ,
,

,-. 2. Explain youpanswer. ' . _,.
.

,
,

. . .:

0

. .
Kevin mixed iiitrie add and shell. 1 A gas was given of( He tested the .with a" 02-Core-313.

burning match, which went out. Mr. Thoui ask.ed him if thit.gas was nitrogen. Kevin
., 4 4-

said, "lt might be, but -I don't know for sure." ; w.

1. Was Kevin right in saying that he could not tell, what the gas was even
.,., .

. ,
though he had tested it with a burning match?

..

2. Explain y ur answer.

oe-... .

Operational definition .1: Hydrogen is a.gils which explodes ol. pops in a.. flame, 02-Core-4B
., re

doesn't affect liinewater, and .doesn't affect phenol red. ."
.

, .4*. #
Operational definitidn II: liydrogen is a gas which is colorless, odorless, and taste

less.
/ / ..

Operational definition II says hydrogen can be detected or identified by observing
0

the properties of the gas itself. It takes less work than the first operational defini,

' %bon.
I. is operational definition I I as useful as operational definition I?

2 . Explain your arKwer.

.4

Bill observed the behavior of the gases hereon and thereon. His data. 'are Shown in

the table below. ,

11
eNt

. TEST

. .

GAS f

Hereon Thereon

Reaction with a eertuin solution- turns yellow turns yellow .

Reaction with a lighted match explodes goes out

Reaction with phenol red turns it green
.,

turnS it green

Effgcts on the nose no odor
.

no odor

Bill then,wrote _the following operational definition for hereon. Hereon (1 ) turns a
certain 4,olution yellow, (2)- turns plonol red to green, and (3) has 130 odor.,

I. Is this a gobd oWrational definition for hereon?
2. Explain your answer.

02-Core-5B

I 3

74.

4



02-Core-6B All. the statynents below are true. Select the letters of any of the statements which
are operational definitions.

a. Carbon dioxide is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless.gas:
b. 'Chlorine i one of several greenish poisonous gases.
c. Cadrniuth particles in a solution are the only particles which form a yel-
low solid when sulfide particles are added.
d. Iodine is a purple gas that forms when a substance that contains it .is
heated. 9CD

02-core-7B Consider the eollowing facts.
a. Carbonate partioles are present in many substances.
b. Only Substances containing carbonate particles 4react With acids to .pro-..
duce carbon dioxide gas.

A

c. Many carbonates, like pe;chlorates and peroxides, give off a gas when
heMed.

.d. Most substances which contain carbonate particles are white.
Choose the one statement above that is an operational definition forcarbonate par-

02-Core-BB Sue Collected the gas given off by some soda pop. She also collected the ias given
off by mixing baking' p*Owder and water. She found that both gases caused limewater
to turf) cloudy white and, phenol red to turn yellow. How could soda pop and bak-
ing pOwder, which are so different, both give off gaseS which react the same way?

02-Core-9B Satiiples of air, hydrogen, carbon dioxicie, and an unknown 14as were tested. The re-
sults are shown in the table below. Write the numbers of the samples on your paper.
After each number, write the name of the gas described by the test results.

GAS TESTED

SAMPLE

-TEST REVLTS

PHENOL RE

1

4

LIMEWATER BURNING MATCH

. no .change no change keeps it burning

turns it clear . no change putS it out

no change ilo Mange explodes

turns it yellow turns it..qoudy puts it out

02-Core-10B
,

I . Nan e the renctants in the reaction below.
2. Nat . the products in the .reaction below.

. .
, .

sodium sulAtte + silver nitrthe silver sulfate +..sodium ni:trate

02-Qore-11B Write a word statentent for the following chemical reaction, Lead sulfate and hy-
..

drogen are formed when sulfuric acid and lead react.
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Copy the list of words below onto your answer sheet. Place a G after the things
which are .gases. Place an M after those things which are matter. You may place

'both a G and an M after a word.
1. Oxygen
2. Air
3. Sand
4. Steam
5. Carbon dioxide

I 02-Core-12B

Bill studied the reactions below. 02-Core-1313

A: dark green solution +.zinc %%tithe solid (A) + colorless liquid

B: yellow-green solution + zinc orange solid (B) + colorless liquid
C: greenish-blue solution + zinc orange solid (C) + colorless liquid

D: green solution + zinc orange solid (D) + colorless liquid

He then tested the orange solids and collected the data below.

ORANGE
SOLIDS

REACTION
WITH ACID BURNED

DISSOLVED
IN WATER

. .

B

C

D

pink sas

. pink gas, ki:,

colorless gas

slowly

slowly

. explodes

all

all

some

Which of the colored solutions in the reactions above probably contain similar mat-- tel. particles?

4.

Select any of the procedures below in .which a control is used.

a. Jake wanted to know- if rats:grew faster if they were fed meat and cereal

or just cereals. He divided his 'rats into three groups. He fed group I just
cereal. He fed groups 2 and 3 cereal and different amounts,,of meat.
b. gob heated solid, blue copper sulfate. It turned white, and something
that looked like vklater came out of the lest tube. Rob wondered if it was
water. He didn't have .any water, but he had a colorless salt sOlution bandy.
He added half the salt solution tO the white crystals; and -they turned blue.

c. Gina wanted to see if a new' plant food worked. She added the plant food

to a tray of pepper plants. The plants grew viry well.
d. Joan wanted to know if sugar candy ca.d. cavities. She chected the
teeth of a person who ate a lot of candy and one who ate some candy.

02-Core-14B

What is a control in an experiment? 02-Core,15B ,

Give a reason for using a dontrol when an experiment is being done. 02-Core-16B

'A sample of a new and unknown powder has been brought to earth from the moon.
You ire a kientist at one of the NASA laboratories. What would you need to do to
identify the matter particles that are in the powder?'

. 02-Core-17B



02-Core-18B Theron blue turns pink if X matter particles are present. Braten orange turns green
if Y.matter particles are present. Theron blue solution is put into fpur test tubes.
Braten orange solution is put into four Qther test tubes. A small amount of solution
1, 2, 3, or 4 is adled to each sample of braten orange and theron blue, The results
are,shown in.the table below.

SOLUTION.
ADDED

..,
BRATEN ORANGE' THERON BLUE

1 turns green no change.
.

2 no change no change
,

3 turns green 4 - turns pink

no change turns pink

. Select any of the following which agree with the data in the table.
a. Solution 3 contains just Y type particles.

6 b. Solutions 1 and 2 contain X type particles, `T-0

c. Solutions 1 and 4 contain the same type particles.
d. Solutibns 1 and 3 contain Y type particles.
e. Solution 4 contains neither X nor Y particles.

11,

02-Core-19B Suppose there are 1,000,000,000,000 known kinds of matter.
1. Would the number of different kinds of matter particles be greater than,
less than, or equal to 1,000,000,000,000?
2. What evidence do you have for your answer?

I

02-Exc 3-1-1B

a.

Below are three reactions. What clue do the three reactions give NI about the make-
up of the solutions?

hydrochloric acid (solution) + baking soda -+ carbonic acid
lemon juice (solution) +leaking soda carbonic acid
vinegar (solutionj+ baking soda carbonic acid

02-Exc 4-1-1B There are many variables in the problem below. Name the variable which changes
because other things are changed on putiose. .

,
..

Problem: A toothpaste inanufacturer Wants to know which of.triree chemicals
will best eliminatemtooth decay.

4

02-E-xo In the, following problem, identify at least two varigbles which must be kept con-
stant if the experiment is to have usable results.

Problem A shampoo manufacturer wants fo know which of three formulas will
best eliminate dandruff.

02-Exc 4-2-1B Excursion 4-2 showed you a more sensitive test for detecting the element iodine.
What are the main steps in making that test? If you would like to review the less
sensitive prpcedure, you may look at page 55 in your text.

4
t ( )



There are thousands of substances in the world which aredifferentfrom each otheo
in some way. Yet when they are burned, they all produce carbon (soot), carbon .

dioxide, or both. Eitursien 4-3 gave you experience with several of them. What
conclusion about the makeup of these materials can you make?

02-Exc 4-3-1B

.

7

a



Copy the list of words below onto your paper. Write E after those things which are
made up of elements or combinations of elements. Write M after those things which

Are made up of matter. You may put an E and an M after the same word.
1. Darkness

,.2. Rubber
3. Beauty.

" 4. 'Stone
. 5. Skin

03-Core-1B

Witat is the term ustd for matter that is made up ()Ione andonly one kind of.atom?

What is the name given to the particles of matter which make up elements?

03-Core-2B

03-Core-3B

It' each of the numbers in the 'diagrams below represents a different kind of atom, 03-Core4B

which diagram best represents an element?

Diagram a Diagram b piagram c Diagram d

Copy the list of words below.onto your paper. Write M after those things which arc 03-Core-5B

matter. Write A after those tIsfings which are.made up of atoms. You may put both
an M and an A Ater a word.

I. Bair
2. Wood .

3. Electricity
4. Rain

Money

Jan has samples of 30 different elements. According. to the model you and Iggy
developed for matter, how many diffektent kinds of atoms does Jan have?

a. Several billion
b. 60
c. Probably.about '46 or 7

d. 30
e, Impossible to tell

03-Core-BB

5



03-Core-7B How many materials are there that cannot be broken dawn into other materials by
chemical meahs?

a: About 100
b. About 30,000
c. About 4,600
d. About 500,000

03-Core-8B Draw a diagram showing how a small piece of the clement gold might look when
magnified enough foryou to see the gold atoms. Explain our diagram.

03-Core-9B In the formula for sodium bromide (NaBr), Na is ty.mbcI for the element so-
dium. How many kinds of atoms does the symbol Na stan \for?

03-C6re-10B Iggy has a nut and bolt combination made up of two long bolts (Lo), one brown nut
(Br), and three red nuts (Re). Select the formiltelow which fits Iggy's combina-
tion.

a. 2LoBi3Re
b. Lo2l3rRe3
c. 2LoBrRe3
d. Lo2Br3Re
e. 2Lo3BrRe

03-Core-11B Neal wrote the formulas shown below for his four combimitions of nut! (NI and St)
and bolts (F1 and Cu). Write the total number of parts rePiesented in eaich'of Neal's
formulas.

I. Cu2St3
2. CuAlSt2
3. F1St
4. FlA13

03-Core-12B . Sue used the symbols Bo for short bolts and Hx for hexagonal nuts. When she put a
pile of these nuts and bolts together in a certain way, her combination was 2Bo2Hx3,

1. Novi-many hexagonal nuts were in each unit of the combinationl
2. How many units of the combination did Sue make?
3. How many short bolts were present in the total number of units of%the
combination formed?

03-Core-13B Using your knowledge ofsymbols, formulas, elements, and particles, answer this
question. How many different kinds of particles are in each of the following for-4i
muias?

1.Na35b4
2. Na2GeF6

.
:



Using the key shown below,- write a 'formula fqr each of the two pin-buttOh-cobi- 03-aore-1411

nations pictured.

'KEY

,

Pi iCTD

AN. RU

* °
Sc .

Describe the reaction below in terms of symbols and numbers. The key give the
symbols for the pins and buttons used.

KEY

CE1 wi

CY-4) Pi
.

0 Bu

Tr

4

03-Core-15B

The formula for a nut and bolt combination is Blil-lx3Sq2. What does this formula 03-Core-1613

tell you about the order in.which the parts are combined?



03,Core-17B Saect any of the choices below, which -will complete.the sentence.' Dan brought a
sample. of purple substance to scheol. It is possible that the sub'stance contains

kinas) of atoms.
a. 6
b..")
c. al

d. a or c
e. a, b, or c

63-Core-18B Bonnie brougiA her brothers Clyde and Skeeter an unknown rock kind asked them
what kind of,things were-in it. Skeeter said, "There'sinore than a million different
substance's and so there are millions of different elements'. It's impossible to tell
what's in that rock." Clyde said that it was possible to find out what elements the .

rock contained.
I. Do you agree with Skeeter or Clyde?
2. Explain why he is correct.

03-Core-1913 You and Iggy have developed a particle model. The'nuidel claims that only a small
number of different kinds of atoms are needed to make all known substances. How
can this be true?

.03-Core-206 Kate dissolved salt in water, sugar incoffee, and instant lea in water. What are the
mixtures Kate, formed called?

03-Core-2j B Whe n aniniOnium chloride is added to water and the two are stirred, the solid disap-
pears. What happens to the solid?

03-Core-228 When 11 grams of 'solid, purple iodine crystals are dissOlved in SO grams of alcohol,
the purple solid disappears and the alcohol turns purplish. The solution weighS 61
grams.

I. The, rthinber of -atoms present in the iodine and alcohol before dissolving
"

is (equaLto-, greater than, or less than) the number of atoms present in the
61 grains,;of solution. Choose the phrase in parenthesis which completes the
sent ence correct ly.
2. Explain your answer.

03-Core- 3B Sandy has a beaker of a soliition. She tests a.30 ml sample of it and fina that- it con-
tains a dissolved gas. She says she cannot be sure if the rest of the liquid contains
the dissolved gas because she has tested only a sample.

Could other samples of the liquid differ?
2. Explitin your ansWer.

03-Core-240 Cover the bottom (If a test tube with solid, white lead nitrate andsodium chloride.
Have your teacher 'clieck the amount of the solid you have in the test tube. 'Use an
alcohol burlier and any other materials you need, and heat the substance for two
minutes. List your obserkrations.

1.A



Carol mixed two colorless solutions and proj.iIJcanary yellow solid in a colorless 03-Core-25B

solution. What happened to the atoms the reactants to make the products so dif-
ferent from the reactants?

Art was experimenting with two elements, onium anti offium. He 1,new that 6nium 03-Core-26B

reacted with many other elements, but offitml was unknown to him. He heated the
elements together and no reaction took placi. Art concluded that offium wouldn't
react with any elerrient because it did riot react with onium. ,.

I. Do you agree with Art's conclusion? .

2. Explain your answer.

Sharon prepared the following reaction.
hydrochloriC -ati61 + caleium carbonate (shell) -4 ..

calcium chloride + carbon dio ide + water:4A

If there were 888 atoms of calcium used as reactants, how many atoms olcalcium
ae prernt in the products?''

1. Impossible to tell
b. Exactly 888
c. Probably 888 minus a few
d. Probably §88 plus a few
e. Either c or d

03-Core-27B

A silver nitrate solution reacts with a sodium bromide . olution and forms a yellow
solid called silver bromide. Amy mixes a solution of sit er nitrate with a solution,of
sodium bromide. .A yellow s'olid forms and settles to th1 bottom. Tell how Amy can
find out if all the bromide particles are 'used up.

.1

Dave did the following reaction.
iron.+ copper chloride 9.1 g iron chloride + 6.4 g copper

(15.5 g total products)/
1. Select the phrase which, makes the following statement true. The mass of
the reactant was (greater than, equal to, less than) 15.5 g.
2. -Since yqu weren't there when Dave did the reaction, on what basis could

you answer question 1?

03-Core-28B
1

03-dore-29B



03-Exc 5-1-18
.

A

The names .of the chemical elements 'Come from a wide variety of sources. ,List the
letters of all of the statemenis below which account for this variety. The elements
,were named

a. fpr their appearance.'
b. for their odOr. .

C. for their eolori4
d.; using Greek ofGerman names.
e. by a systirnatic scientific process.
f. for continents, countries, and cities,
g. for gods, goddesses, and goblins.
h. for faMous people.
i. because they were slippery or moved quickly.

rj.. fot( the world region where they are formed.

,.

03-Exc 6-1-1B 1. If mow particles of potassium are dissolved in enough water to make
100 ml of solution, how many particles of potassium- would you expect to
find in a 15 ml sample of the solution?
2. State how the particles are distributed in the solution.

03-Exc For each of the four situations below, write the number of the situation and answer
these two questions:

(a) Has a chemical reaction occurred?
(b) How do you know?

Situation I. A clear blue solution is mixed -with a colorless solution. No gas is re-
leased, andthe resulting solution is clear orange. .

Situation A clear blue solution and a colorless solution are mixed in a beaker: A
light yellow solid forms, no gas is released, the solution becomes light green, and the
temperature of the beaker remains unchanged.

Situation 3. Two colorless solutions, A and B, are mixed. A colorless gas is given
off, the resulting solution is colorless, and no solid is formed.

Situation 4. Solutions of chemicals X and Y are clear and colorless. When the solu-
tions are mixed, no gas is given off. The resulting solution is clear and colorleSs and
the same temperature as the solutions of X and.Y.

03-Exc 6-3-1! When barium chloride is added to copper sidfate, the barium particles combine with
the sulfate particles. A cloudy white solid forms. Dave mixes 5 ml of barium chlor-
ide with 5 ml of copper. sulfate. The cloudy white solid forms. Explain,-ktoW he
could find out if all the sulfate particles ark.used up.



Judy obterved the following.twp reactions.
Zn + 12 4 ZnI2
(element) (element) (compound)

2K + C12 :7). 2KC1

(element) (element) (compound)
Eyed on this evidence, she wrote in her Record Book that the elements zinc (Zn),
potassium (K), iodine (I), and chlorine (CI) were active, and therefore the following
reactions will take place.

Zn + K ZnK .

C12 + 12 4 2C1I
2K + 12 4 2KI
Zn + C12 4 ZnCl2

1. Do you, agree or disagree with Judy's conclusion?
2. Why?

04-Core-1B

Steve had a bottle of an iodide solution. He put 40 ml of it into a 'graduated 04-Core-2B
cylinder and 10 ml of it into a test tube. There are 30 iodide atoms in the 10. ml of
solution in the test tube. How many iodide atoms are there in the graduated cylin-

der?
a. 30
b. 15
c. About 7
d: 120
e. There is no way to tell.

Karl found during tests that 16 particles of sOdium reacts with 8 particles of oxYgen,
producing 16 particles of sodium oxide.

I. If Karl is given 12 particles of sodium, can he predict the number of
particles of oxygen needed to' t.te. up all the particles?
2. Can he predict how many sodium oxide particles will be produced?
3. Explain yogi- answers.

04-Core-3B

Sam has two solutions. One contains silver particles:and the other contains Chloride

particles. Suppose each ml of the chloride -solution contains 4 chloride particles,
and each ml of. the silver solution contains 4 silver' particles. He mixes 5 ml of the .

solption .containing silver particles with 5 ml of the solution containing chloride ..
particles. Select any of the combinations below which would cause you to
predict that silver particles would &left over.

a.

C.

04-Core-4B

KEY

Chloride

particle

'Silver

particle ,



04-qre-6B A blue copper nitrate solution is mixed with a colorless potassium sulfide solution.
A black solid, copper sulfide, forms and settles to the bottom. How could you find
out if all the sulfide particles in the potassium sulfide Solution are used up?

04-Core-6B In Chapter '7, you heated-the six -test tubes with the yellow solid in them. Then you
were given the.folloving directions:

Measure, in millimeters, the height of the yellow solid that has formed
in evh tube. The height of the pile of solid indicates the amount of
product formed. The longer you wait to make the measurements, the
more the solid will settle. Therefore, do your measuring today. And ...
meaSure all the tubes as quickly, yet as carefully as you can.

These directions indicate that you must control a certain variable if your results are
to be useful. Name that variable. ,

. 04-Core-7B A bicarbonate of soda solution was added to a vinegar solution. The-bicarbonate of
soda particleiS reacted, and carbon dioxide bubbles were given off. State how you
could tell if there were still some unreacted bicarbonate of soda particles left after
this reaction

04-Core-8B

0

15

12

9

6

3

.
Shawn com ined lead and splfFic acid in the following reactkm. His data for .siX
trials.appear in the table higl00.

Pb + 1-11SQ4 PbSO4 + H2
(lead) (slfuric (lead

acid) sulfate)
(hydrogen)

11111111
1111111111111111111111111
11111111111111011111111111

1111=1111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111.111111111.
1111111M1111111111M
111110.1110113.1111
01111.111.11111.11111-

1111111111111111111M11
1111111111111111111

SEMEMEMENUM
0 3 . 6 9

Grams of Pb

12

TRIAL AMT. OF Pb
(in g)

ANT. OF H2SO4
(in rn1)

AMT. OF PbSO4
(in g)

1 H 2 25 3 .

2 4 25 6

3 6 25 . 9

4 '8 25 12

.5 10 25 13

6 12 I( 25 13

Study the table, and answer the following questions. hit will help you, get a piece
of graph paper and plot the data on a grid like the one above.

I. Which trials show an excess of Pb?
2. Which tFials,show an excess of H-2504?

e.

04-Core-9B What does the Word, compound 'mean as it-is Used in the following,sentenee? Lead
iodide (Mi. ) is a compound: ./

..)

le



Each pin and buttcm combination shown above represents a different cons.).ual In

. that case, wIlat do the symbols shown in the.box represent?.., 4

M

f

04-Core=1OB

for

Luke developed a model km- an important chemical sySfe the human body:
.Nobody could find an observation that wasn't explained by Ltike's.model. Joel '-

asked Luke to revieVe a different. Model for the same ehemiCaLsubsYstem. Luke
ref.used and laughed, "Your model .can't be good. It's different from mine, and'
mine explaines,. till the otiservatiorii made about the sYstem.''

Do you Jgree with Luke's reasoan for not looking at the offic7c.t.vodel?

.2,..lExplain your answer.'
4fr

, Suppose Dr. Lenz made ii micfoscope'through which he could see all the atoms in a
piece of matter. In a certain piece of material all the ateMis-were just alike. What

sort of it material was.it?

Select the best statement below-about the models.that scientists use.
a. It is not known if the models used by scientists are correct', buethey are
used because they helpto predict and explain observations..
b. The models that scientists use are correct because they come from nature.
c. Models use.d by scientists state whatactually happenS in nature and there-
fore are correct.
d. A model used by scientOs can predict new experiinents. If one Of the If
experiments does not, work, the'model is thrown out.

04-Core-116

Pretend that a particle model for gravity is accepted 4 ticientists. This would mean .-

1 that
.

a: thinking about gravity as though it is made lip of tiny particItis has ex-
plitined most of the observations made todate.'
b. at least the best scientists have seen gravity.particles.
c. s iave direct prOc5( thargravity .existsias particles.

gravity ictly like matter particles.,.. .

. no-other moqel caftexplain the Q4servations made to date.



04-Core-.16B .Chapters 7 add 8 in yotit textbook asked.whetheratoms.combine with eiich,other in
definite 'numbers. -First;"yOU worked with lead 'arid iodine, and -yOu aniwerefi the
question yes, -Yoh then answered the same quest*, tising'copper.sultat9 (CUSO4)
and'zinc Whywasn't it enough-to an§werthermestion Onee?

,

04-Core-MB

-v

SYSTEM
- r per... cop

... ,

+ nitric-acid .. 4 coppdr nitrate-6Water 4. nitrogen dioxide/
(reddish solid) (yellowish solution) (blue solution) . (orange-brown gas)

--,. List the letters 'of any ,or the .Collo,wing which irepresent a 'component of the aboie
system.

. a. copper + nitric acid copper nitrate + viatOr'+ nikigen dioxide
,

b. copper + nitric acid -0 nitrogen dioxide,

t.

C. copper
-d. copper + nitric acid
e. nitrogen dioxide 7

04-Core-17B

,

SYSTEM

zinc + hydrochloric acid zinc' chloride -F. hydrogen
(metal) (colorless soltition) (colorless solution) (colorless gas)

Select the letters of-any of' the:following which represent. 'sdbsysttiMs of'. the above
systeT.

zinc + hydrochloric acid
O.**

b. zinc +1'hydrochloric acid -> zinc chloride + hy(tregen
c. zinc + hydrochlo.riegcid 7.hydrogen
I. zinc

e. zinc chloride + hydrogen

Is.

\

04-Core-18B

./

1

1

Ge/ The following equipment:
.1. alcohol bur* .

.1 250-tnl beaker
1 Celsius thermomeier,
1 burner Support stand
100 ml of' water .

Get your. teacher br an appointed observer t6 watch you.
heat 100 nil of water. While,the water is heating, Measure
every .minute for. three Minutes.

Use the alcohol .burner to
and record its. temperature

04-Core-19B,

v.

Tom studied a reaction, and, found that for every. atoM 'of aluminum (Al), three
iodide.-(1) atoips were' used: ter form a compound. He dCcided that an atom of. Al
always combine with 'three atoms of' I. Samly said that the, number of atoms of
aluminum that' airnbine;with. three iodide atoths in the compound would have been
diffbrent had.Starled with differesit ampunts or Al and I..

1. ,Do y6u agree with Tom or Satedy?
, 2. Why?
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,

sk your teacher to have someone pbservse you for this performance check. Get
bottle *04-Core-20 and weigh out 4 grams of the white- solid it cOntains''You may
use any equipment you need.

.

1

04-Core-20B,

In box 04-Core-21 you will find eight solutions labeled A throughH; iget fivetesf 04-Co're721B

tubes and any eciuipment you need. Mix the solutions as shown in the table below:
For each numbered .mixture, .

(a) tell whether or'not a reiclion takes Oticeand
(b) if there is a reaction, state the evidence for it.

! MIXTURE
, .

1/2 DROPPER % 1/2 DROPPER

I
.

2

3

,
5

.

_
B

,

A

ti

.. . ,

D

.

.

.

,..

'

C .

F
.

G

C

E

,

For ech situation below:-
4

(a) t.a4te whether a reaction has occurred or not and
(b) if a reaction has occurred,"state the evidence, of the reaction.'

.Situation 1: When clear, blue solution A is mixed with colorless solution B,, the
beaker in which they are mixed grows .hot,. No gas is released, and the resulting so.;

lution is clear and blue..
i,

,.
Situation 2: Clear, blue solution A and colorless solution B are miked in a'beaker...

'A light yellow solid forms, no gas is released, the solution becomes light green, and the
teMperature of the beaker remains unchanged. .. -

. it,
Situation 3: Solutions qf two chemicAls are clear and colorless. When the solutions

are mixed; no gas is given off, and there is no temperature change. The resulting

solution is clear and colorless. . .
,

,

Situation 4: Two ,c,olorless solutions are mixed. k colorless gas is given off.. tit
. .

resulting solution is colorless,.aiid no solid is formed. 1

O4:Core-22B

--r

Examine the table, below whiCli shows the data collected in three trials. 047Coret23B

TRIAL
41

MASS OF PINK
RtACTANT

MASS OF ORANGE
REACTANT

MASS OP.,PRODUCT

, , .
1

. 2

3

t 4 g

4 g ..

4 g . i

.

gO g ,

I 10 g .,
.

125 g

., 6 g

g

6 g

_

-.

Notice that in each trfal the amount of the orange reactant Changes. Yet the amounts

) of the product. is axactly 6 g jn each case. Explain wHy.
4.

4%

1011

I.,

. 4 i'V ' 0 ,,,,,%
,, ,,,,%.......,,,

4

kt..,
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04-Cote-24B Ifn is the symbol for. mass and Ou were.asked to measure,k, m, what would you
4 ,

measure?, %

,
1

ric

,
A

5,,

IP4

04-Core-25B Sodium carbonate reacted wail vinegar in a be;ker: The, beaker's temperature rose ,

8°C. HoW dould you tell if there 'were- still. someunreacted sodiant carboriate par''
ticks in the beaker?

04-Core-26B."' Eloise has three beakers labeled and 3, each of which contains both the elements
copper (Cu) and iodide (I). She analyzed a.sample from the top and the bottom of
each of the beakm. Her analyses are shown in the data.talge below.

4.

S.

BEAKER NUMBER ATOMS OF Cu ATOMS OF I
,

I (top)

1-(bottont)

50

50

. 75

90

,

2 (top)

2 (bottom)

40

40

, !
,
80

80

.,34top)J (bottom)

..50 ,
.

50

150
e

754-

I. In which, if any, of the three' beakers were Cu and I presentas a :

compound?
2. HOw do you know?

04-Core-27B, Read the equation below.
...411NO3 (.11003 + 2H20 + 2N02

., (copper) (nitric acid) (copper nitrate) (water). (nitrogen diOxide)
I. How many atoms of hydrOgen (H) are present in the products?'
2. liowmany atoms of oxygeh (0) are present in the reactants?

. .

04-Core-28B Tish reacted a'blue-green solution'of a cumpOund containing particles L and M with: '
a colorless solution of a compound containing particles X and Y. A blacksolid and
a coloriess solution were Roiled. What happened to the particles during the reaction
to cause these changes?

04-Core-29B I. Is it 'possible for thereaction belim tO take'filace?
2. Explain your answer.

2K1 + CuSO4 -÷ PbS0,4 + ZnI2
, fur

(potassium iodide) (eopper sulfate) , (lead sulfate) (zinc iodide) ,

1 . t

. 04-Exc 7-1-18
a,

Suppose that you were$iven the following graph and asked to predict tlie amount of
product RS formed when 6 g and14'g of reactant R were reacted with a set amount

- ,
of S.i i , ., ,

I. Wh:ch, ileitheri.of 'the two Predicted values .would you be leSs sure of?
2. Wh ? . -., .. -.-.

.

r

A
*

4. :
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Get a piece of graph, paper, label it like the grid below,,and plot the data.' Draw ii., 04-Exc 7-1-25

. the best-fit,lines.for the data.

TRIAL g OF 60/IPER

1 2.2...

4.0..

7.5 .,
.

5 .. 7.3

6 .
.-. . .-

.;

4

tir

'

'4

.

1111111111011111111111111111
1111111111MIIMM1111111111111
111111111111111101111111111111.11111MEI
111110111111111611111111111111111111111111111101111111itilli
111101.1111111111111111111111
111.1111111111111111111M111111
11111111111111111111111111111
1111111111111111111111111MI
1111111111111111111111111111111101

111111111111M1911111111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111
11111111111111111111111111111.111111111111
11111111111111111111M1111111111111
111111111111111111111111111111111111111

11M1111111111111sIMI

11111111111111111111111111111111

1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9.
TRIALS

,

t.

L. 0

4'
,
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04-Exc 7-1-3B List the lettera or any graphs which iell You:that when 'A increases, a also increaSei.
II 100

B

Graph a
,

//

o.

t

100 \ Graph d:

/ loo Griph b ./ '100 Graph c

../ , .
t

,.. : ..
., B . ''

4

4/
A 75 0 A 76 0 A 75

100 Graph e Graph f 1

1

1

A 75 0 A 75 0 A 75

04-Exc 7-1-4B State the letters of any graphs which show one variable which stays the same while
thellother increases.

100 Graph a

1,44.

eite,
Simms.

16.
*4%

0 A 75
100 Graph d I

,

A ,, 75

4

100

B

Graph b

VIDEO Mb= milleM 111=1110 www0

o e.

10() Graph e
A 75

100

. #

100

Graph c

A 75\ Graph f\
\

. -75. 0 A 75

:IV,.



rom the graph, determine how many g of product L woidd be formed if
1. 1 g of reactant R were used. ,
2. 3 g Cif reactant It were used.
3. 8 g of reactant R were used:
4. 5 g of rea6tant R were used.

.s`

4.

e

.04-Exc 771-58

1

. . . i ; ,
.

!,
V s

I

.

.

..

)' 2 4 6 8 ii

-1(

1

4

REACTANT R grams)

Barry put 50 mlof milk into each of the five beakers shoWn NIOW. Then in each
beaker, he dissolved the different amounts Of milk shake mix (MSM) showri.'

1. Starting With the least cOncentrated sOlutign, list theisold`tions in order of
concentration.

, 2. Which i82,the more concentrated solution, c or d?

d. ,"
M2M

04-Exc 7-2-18

r

.1n 200 nl of Brand ),( cleaning, solution,,there are j 20 grams,ogye. What iS the
s. concenttatiön 01" lye in the soluion? State your answer in grams per Milliliter(g/ml).

,- .

04-Exc 7-2-211

lit 500 ml of Brand X solution uSed to clean ovens, there are 109 g of lye. Mrs.

Smith tged.'100 ml of Braaid X yesterday to'clean her oven. How many grams of lye
Were in the .100ml of solution she used?

04-Exc 7-2-38

04-Exc 8-1-1BGet the following equipment.
1 250-ml beaker
1 Celsius thermometer
vatiter

.Get your teacher or an appointed observer to watCh You. Measure and record the
temperature of the water.

. A
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04-Exe Art mixed two solutions td perfoim the following.reaction:
lead nitrate +sodium sulfide lead sulfide
(solution) (solution) (solid)

Lead sulfide ia white 'solid which forms and settles to ,the bottom of the Solutr n.
Art said there should,be another product, sodium' nitrate.

' I.' If Art is right; where is that produce?
2. How could you get it?

04-Exc Carbonate (CO3) is.an atom team. If sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) reacts with calcium
chloride (CaCl2), which df pie followiug'would "be a product of the reaction?

a. CaC04 -

b. CaCO2.
c. CaC
d. Ca0
e. CaCO3

4.

s, 4-*

s,.

I

;

,
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In several activities in your text, you tried to determine whether or not4qoPperi,s10- 05-Core-lB
fate (CuSO4) in a solution will conduct electricity.. First you put distilled water:in- ' -
to tile. beaker and tested to see if it would'eóiiduct 'electricity, as'shoWn below.
Then you dissolved solid CuSO4 in the water to make the solution and tested it. e,

Why didn't you just ptit a, solutior1'orCuS02(in-to the beaker in the first Place and
skip the step USing only diStilled"watee,

111,--

, 4.

.Distilled.Water

-Tz-

. an activity, you were asked to rind out if the copp.eir sulfate (CUS04) .in a , 05-Con1-213

solution would conduct electricitY. First yOu tested distilled water, A shown be;
low. Then you' made the test with a solution of CUS04 and water. What you 'call .
something used in the way, the distilled water, was Used in tbat activity?

.,

a. Control .
b1. system
c. Compound
d. Reactant

Distilled water
r: . 0

,

..

J.
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05-Coi.e-3B Ken set up his apparatus as shown below. Rod I was negative and attracted. the
lead ions. Rod II was positive and ,,ättracled the nitrate ions. When the class
period ended, Ken diseonnected.his test leads. and Stored the eciuipnlent. Later,
when he reconnected the test leads to the battery .charging harness, he witaied
the. cninections. Rod I became pdsitive; and Rod II became negative. .How.would\
this affect the flow of ions in the solution?

4

t '

To charger
el

121,

Solution of lead iOns
and nitrate ions

A.'

05-COre-4B :Tom ptit two carbon rOds into ,a cobalt sulfate (0A04) solution, exactly as shewn`
below. . He wanted the'cobalt (Co) iOns to move.to carbon re)d A, '.He left the equip-
ment in plaix 'overnight so thtit the cobalt ions would have time to moy6.

I. Whe.n Tom coines tO school in the morning,. will the cobalt ions ha,Ve
moved to carbon rod A.?
2. EXplain youranswer.

A
II III

I I
04'

Solution of positive Co ions

and negative SO4 ions .

05-Core-513 Select the phrase which best' completes .the following titory. Jean notical that
-after she had brushed 'her 'cat's fur for a short time; the fur on the cat's back began
to be attriwted to the brUSh. The brushing must have

a. caused the brush and the hair to be oppositely' charged:
. b. produced the same charges on the'brush and the hair.

c. removed the charges on the cat's hair and the brush.
d. either 6 or c.



I .

Look at the diagram. When the:charging apparatus is plugged in, the motor lifts
the sinkers. I

1. What kina of particles does this tell.yau are in the solutiOh?
2. Explain your answer.

,

`.

Mier

Battery charging apparatus

05-Core-6B

06.0%."1"."004.0A

Solution

t

.

>.
In the I 700's, Ben Franklin discovered that there were two types of electrical

What are thO?
05-Core-7B

State the rule whieh tells what would Itapilet f objects with like charge 'dr objects 05ieCore-80

with Opposite charges are brought together.

The balloims in the diagram below are repelling each other. Balloon 2 has a positive
charge.

.1.. What is the charge on balloon number 1?
State the rule on which you baSed your answer.'

05-Cofe-913

The two glass rods in the diagram attract each other. Glass rod 2 h ositive?* 05-Core-l'OB

-charge.. What is the charge on glass rod I?

Ip

.1



.05-Core-I IB Charges:are:produced on a plastic strip and a, glass rod. How can you find out if
the-charges qn the plastie strip arid thp glass rod are the,same or different?,

05-COre-12B: )ao dissOlved a: tOmPound.in water. The solution formed contained chloride ions,
which hild.a negative charge.. .

.

1. If she put a positiVely charged rod and a negatively'cbarged rod into the ,
solution; would the chloride ions move toward or away from the, positiyely
charged rod? ,
2. Why?

057Core-13B bet bottles 4, 5, arid -6,from box 05-Core-13.- Also get three-test tubes. Ln separate
test tubes, put about 3 ml of each solution. Decide wilat you need to do to find out
if the sulfate ion is present in any of these solutions.. Check your plan with your
teacher. If it is all right to go on, get what you need and test the solutions. Record
the bottle number of any solution which contains sulfate ions..

05-Core-14B You recently wrote an operational definition for the sulfate ion. What do such
opera'tional definitions of substances tell you? e

'05-Core-15B

1

When you mixed shell and acid, it .was the,carbonate (CO3) ion that reocted and
gaye off Carbon dioxide gas.

. I . Is the CO3 ion made up of just one element?
2. If so, what is it? If not, how mapy elements ire in the ion?

'05-Core-16B , Lead nitrate (Pb(NO3)71 and potassium iodide ((1) are compounds. Accordingjo
the model you are developing, what kind of force holds the atoms in each of these
compounds together?

05-Core-17B Paul found that the ions below had the charges- shown. /The- phi's, sign, represents a
positive charge, the minus sign a negative charge:

Li+, CI-, lir-, `Nat, H÷, NO-3
Based on your experience, predict three pairs of tWo ions each that could combine
to form compounds.

05-Core-I8B I . .Seleet any ion pair 'or pairs below in whiCh the paired ions will attract
each other.

a. K+, NO73
. -b. NO-3, a
c. Na4"; K+

es
d. cr, Na+

.2. Tell why you chose as yotu did.

KEY

+ Positive ion%

Negative ion

05-Core-I9S
l.

Mary Ann found that a white compound contained two' kinds of particles. One
kind; an aluminum,ion, had a positive charge. The other kind was a chlorate particle..

I. What kind of charge would the chlorate particles have?
2. Explain why you predicted the charge itudid.
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The ISCS teXt has' Asked you man9 'times to label things and to reebed any'obserita-- .05-COre21013

tions as,you make. them. The Main reason for doing theSe things is that
thi$ stops you from Making any mistakes. '

b.' in th'is cOurse you are a'Scieritiii."Ilistorians don'fbaveto be SO careful.;.-
.

-it is a helpful prOcedure for any investigitio'n:
d. you aren't a scientists yet, so you still tend to forget.

_.

a
. .

. .

Textbooks, X .and Y were Written for students like you, Both books discuss the.
, .

results of'passing an electriccurrent tlfrough &Solution of zinc sulfate,
, . ..

Textbook X then says:
. ,

.

The tiny , zinc and sulfate ions do Move toward tbe charged rods.
.The moveMent of The zinc .and sulfat4 ions proves that matter is..
held together by the diffe.rently.chargedlons.

L

05-Core-21B .

TeXtbook Y says: .,..4 ,..- .
. ,'-'

A 'Particle model .for matter assumes that atoms of zinc are very 4iny.
Therefore., they could moVe, -4nd you wouldn't see them. This
model is useful and -may be applied to other substarices as long as it
is supported bY Your observations. To apply it toother'substances,

. you will need more data. .
.

.. .

Select -the answer below which states both whiCh book a scientist.probably- would
prefer and why he wOuld prefer i. ' , . ,

a. Book X; these are all facts that were proved in class. ,.
..

b. Book Y'r, it involves a model.
'7 c: Book \'; it says that the data supports the. conclusion but experimenting

.
<-

must continue.
,

di Book X; it:states more facts than Book Y.
e. Either book; both talk about the same thing.

<

;:., .

,

Assume that Dr.. Margery Brown is a noted scientist who is well'accepted by other
scientists. .She said, "Virus X s the cause of the St. Louis Flu.", Other scientists
would accept Dr. Brown's statem t if she

a. prit it into a textbook .he was writing.
b.,produced a. pure sample the.virus in her laboratory. .

c. reported- experiments wi monkeys, some Of -which were injected
- with thj virus and some of whi were not.

d. found 100 people who woul sign a statement saying that she Was-right...

,05-Core-22B

In. Chapter 10 of yOur text, matter partici called iiirrs were ditcussed. Which is, 05-Core-23B

the best statertient about ions?
,

a. Scientists haVe seen ions in solutions.
'b. The idea of ions was _thought .up by sci Itists to explain the behavior of
some matter particles. ..

. .

c. No other model cbuld explain your obServati s.

d, Because CuSO4 and CO504 are both compo 'ed of, ions, all matter; is
made up of ions.

,



,05-Ex,c 94,113 Suppose,. You telt into .a solution and shrank. If you shrank to 'the size of matter
, particles, you coUld ride Iggy's Ion Express. if you want to ride to the.eity of Nega-
-tive Rod, what would you bc charged? ."

05-txc 10-1-1B

41,

Last week Jack left beakers "I. and 2 of the same solution in two different places.
.

Patty just found the beakers. The solutions had evaporated, leaving crystals which/IOok like those in-the diagram below..
.': . I. Which of, the solutions evaporated faster?

2, Explainyour answq,
.. , .

'Beaker 1

'Red crystals

05-gxc' 10-2-1B

,

Open your textbook- to Table I. on page.472.
Frank fihed in the table with the following data, working with a setup like the-One'

shOwn on page 473. but uSing zinc-metal strips and iinc nitrate solution.

.''NEGATIVE STRIP POSITIVE STRIP

Initil pointer position

Final pointer poSitio

'Change in position

Observations

6.8 cm

7,3 Cm
,

down 0.5 cm i

iinc qystals forming

.4.8 cm

6:0 cm

up 0.8 cm

, .
On Our. answer''. Sheet, ,explain the data above. , Use a labeled diagram to illustrate
your explanation.

4

.

or
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One of the solutions that you put into a beaker to determine if it conducted electric-
ity was lead nitrate. When you finished, yOu put the lead nitrate solution into-the
"used" jar. Since you didn't add any other chemicals to the lead nitrate, Why
couldn't.you have-put the'Solution baek into the jar you got it ratn?--.

' ,00-core-ld

Jean dissolved a sample of an element in water. She connected two carbon rods.tQ ,

the batterY charger, making one,rod i)ositive and the other rod negative. Then,-she
placed, them: into the solution: The. particles,of the, element were 'not attraCted to
either of the rods. Mhich of the following kinds of Particles of the element are in the y.

solution?
a.' Ions
b. Atoms
c. Either a or b v ,

d. None of the aboVe

06-Core-2B

.lois put two carbon rods, which were connected to a battery charger, into a sOlu- 06-Core-313.

tion of zinc chloride. The zinc ions moved toward the rod with a negative charge. ''4

What was the charge on the zinc ions?

Bill _took off his wool pullover sweater. As 'the uncharged sweater slid' over his un-
charged shirt, both became 'charged. 'Explain what happens to cause two neutral 'ob-
jects like the shirt and the sweater to become charged by sliding over one anOther.

s

0.6-Core-4B4

-..

Mike .rubbed a sheet 'of. plastic -with- a silk cloth, 'and both becanle charged. He .. 06,Cort;-5B

brought the- silk near to the'plastic.sheet,.
I. Will the-silk and the plastic attria 'or repel -each other'?
2. Why?

Write the letter of the best answer ineach of the following Cases..
Case h_ If a plastic pen has a positive charge, it.has

a. just posillve.charges.
b. no negative charges.'

' c. fewer positive charges than negative charges.
d. fewer negative-charges than positiye charges.

CaSe 2: If a plast.k: seat cover is n.egatively charged, it has
a. more negative charges thap positive charges. .,
b. only fiegative.charges.
c. no positive charges. .

the.same number of negative and positive charges.

06-Core-6B

Bill noticed that when a neutral balloon and a neutral piece of wool were rubbed .

together, they became oppositely charged. -Explain how opposite charges were pro-
duced by rubbing two objects that had been neutrally charged.

DO- Core-7B

0
,

Q
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1.

06-Core-86

N
n

0-6-Core-96.

Rapord- the lett r:of the phrase be190Vhicit.eyoreet1y coMpuletes the sentence, AU
. .neutral objects ave

a. equ,gl nunibers of positive and negative4tharges.
h. no positPite or negative Charges,
c. fewer negative thlm positi ve. charges.
d. more negative than positive charges.

4

Lori put a small piece of tjssue paper on the top of her desk. She found that the tis-
sue paper was attracted to two strips, one a vinyl strip With a positive'charge and the-
oTheran acetate 'Strip with a' negative charge. What was the charge OA tbe tisgue
paper?

06-Core-10B Art had two plastic bugs on 'a string. He rubbed one of them on his woOl shirt and
gave it a positive charge. The other bug had a itteutral charge. 11,c brought the neu-
traily and the positively charged plastic.bugS together. They attracted 'each other so
well' that' they siuck together for.,a feW seconds. Then lhey repeHed each other and
continued to repet Explain Why they first attuicted and then repelled each other.

06-Core-11B Write an operational definition .for neutrally charged particle of a powder.

4s.
. .

06-Core-126 Suppose you were asked to determine if a red solid you had never seen before was
made up of ions, of one kind of atom, or of one kind of molecule. Select any Of the
following you would need to know to identify the kind of particle in the solid.

a. If the solid can be broken down into two or more simpkr substances
b. .The Size an'd shape of the solid
c. If its poWder was attracted to a positively charged acetate strip
d. If a solution of the solid will conduct electricity
e. The amount of the solid.which will dissolve in water

. 06-Core-136

ro.

Dr. White found a procedure for breaking down large cellulose molecules into smaller
units.- Which of the following is'a possible product of such a breakdown?

a. Other compounds (combinations of different atoms)
b. Smaller molecules
c. Elements
d. Atoms
e: AH of these

06-Cob:AO Fred brought a positively -thargO acetate strip and then a negatively charged vinyl
strip near some fine-grained salt. The tiny grains of salt were attracted to both strips.
Fred decided that salt must be made up of .molecules, not ions.

L Do you agree or disagree?
. 2. Why?
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One atom of carbon bnd four iftoin'i bf hydrogen cOrnbine to form 'one molecule' kr 96-Core-15B

4 Met'hane gas. It would require a great deal of energY to 'separate those atoms on'ce
they have, combined.

1. What force holdsthe neutral molecule together? .

2. Explain,h6N this force can exist in kneutrai Molecule.

Methane, or natural gas, is a substance which is made up of atoms of carbon and hy-
drogen.combined in definite numbers. What are such substances called?

06-Core-1 op

4

.Neutral atoms of sodium rose a negative charge to atoms of iodine. The Nodium
atoms then become sodium particles with a charge. What do scientists call such
atoms With a chargel

06-Core-17B

Potato starch is-made up pf molecules. Vite the letter of any of the following which
are true statements about potato starch.

a. It contains equal numbers of positive and negative ions,.
b. It is a neutral particle..
c. When powderea, it is attracted to a positively charged acetate strip.
d. Its solution will not conduct electricity.
e. It contains no positive or qegative charges.

. 06-Core-18B

Select the statement below which is [matt* the atomic"model:
a. Matter contains movable negative charges.
6: All atoms are the same size.
c. All atoms have an excess of positive .cbaige.
d. There are no particles in liquids.

06-Core-19B

Read the following statement carefully. The particle model for matter that you have
been developing' is incomplete..., You are working toward the same model which ,

scientists have already developed and completed.
I. Do you agree or disagree with this statement?
2, Why?

06-Core-2013

t .

Pretend that a particle,model for gravity had been accepted by scientists. This would
mean that

' a, thinking' about gravity as though it were made of tiny particles explained
most Of thy observations made up to that 'time. I.,
b. at least a few good scientists had seen pa'rticles of gravity with their own
eyes, ....:-.

, c. c:i.eiltists lytd direcl proof that gravity exists as particles.
- -,d... -no other iNdel could explain -the observations made up to that time.
C. gravity iS eXactly like -matter particles. .

66-Core-21B

6...

4
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06-Core-22B
.

The energy model for Ileat is a model Which scientists now use to explain the things
that happen When objects are heated oreooled. Scientistihccepted the energy model

a. because thinking about heat as energy is useful,
b. because it is the only way to explain heat..
c. because the President decreed that heat is a form of energy:
d. 'only when enetgy was finally seen in experiments:

06-Core-23B If you are considering the concept of electrical charge:select the term 'from the list
below which .tioetn'fbelong in the sainegroup as the other three.

a. Neutral particles
II. Ions

7-c..Atoms
d. Molecules

06-Core-24B

16

o

Beside the, number of each statement, write on your answer sheet the word atom'
for statements that are true.of -atoms. Write the word ion for statements that are
Jrue of ions. Write the word-both if the statement is true of both atoms and ions.

I. They are responsible for conducting current in' a solution.
2. They can be particles with an exeess.of negative charges..
3. In solution, they are attracted to a rod with ueluirge. .

4. They cont.ain positive and negative charges.
' S. They are present in a piece of aluminum.

067Core-25B

6.4

Gary tested the powders pi three colored subsianees. He found thal when they.were
dry, they were afiTacted both to positively and to negatively charged vinyl strips.
He also found that their 'solutions would conduct electricity. Study the chart of his
data below.

COLOR OF
SUBSTANCE

CONDUCTS
ELEcTRICITY

AfTRACTED TO
POSITIVE CHARGE

..
ATTRACTED.TO
NtGATIVE CHARGE

Red
,_.

Yellow

Green

yes

yes

yes

. yes

yes

yes

yes

yes .

.yes .

Based on these data, what can you conclude about the substances? Select the state-
ment below which correctly desefibes the substances.

a. They are ionic, and each substance .contains unequal amounts of positiye
and negative charges.
b. They are molecular, and each substance contains.unequal amoiints.of pos-
itive and negatiYe charges. 7

C. They are ionic, and each substance containg equal amounts of poSitive and
negative charges.
d. They are molecular, and each subgtance contains equal amounts of posi-
tive and negative chattes,



For centuries, people thought that water was an,element. 06-Exc 1141-1B

1. Is it or isn't it?
2. Explain your answer..:.

7
John used .a shortcut in doing the excursion Strip Affects Drip." Instead of using
one acefate stripand one vipyl strip, he used only a single vinyl strip. He gave it a

negative charge and brough.t it near the stream of drips. The.drips were attracted to
the negatively charged strip. John then conchided that the drips were neutral.

1.. Is this if goOd conclUsion?
2. Explain your answer.

06-Exc 11.2- B

'You may loOk at your boo0and notes for tljis Citiestion. If i Excursion 11-3, "Elec--

.trolytes Light:' you were to draw a grapholyour data, w uch of the following graphs

best represents thc general shape you would find?

.
Graph a Graph b

GS

B = Brightness

GS .
0

G raph c - Graph d Graph e

. GS 0 GS

Grams otsalt

06-xc 11-3-1B

GS

Sup`pose you had one silicon atom andlive chlosilw atoms. If silicon atoms have a.
combining power. of 4 and chlorine atoMs have a combining power of I ,-which of
tity folloWing diagrain showS the most likely combination of these six atomS?

a. b.

d.

06-Exc' 12-1-1B

Key

Chlorinp atom

Silicon atom
.



06-Exc 12-1-2B Draw a structural formula for an -isomer of the 6-carbon molecule shown below.

,
H_CH

H C C C C H
I 1-1H-c -H .

06-Exc 12-1-3B Amy and Beth both have white powders. They claim that the powders have the same
chemiCal formula, C4H404. Each tests her powder and reports the following results.

.

,

.

AMY'S
POWDER

.

BETH'S
POWDER

Boiling point
°C

150 .00
.

..

Soluble in
water

slightly
,

very
.

They repeat their tests several times to check their resUlts.
I. Is it possible that bothcompounds really have the same formula?
2. Explain your answei.

t.

'
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Define reaction *rate as it is used in the following sentence. The reaction rate of two 07-Core-1 B

chemicals can be varied.

Sheri, wants to find th.e concentration of iodine in a solutiOn. Select any of the fol-
lowing things she'needs to know to find the concentration.

a. The solubility of iodine
b. The mass of the dissolved iodine

The total number of atoms in the solution
d. The volume of the solution
,e. The. name of the lig* in the solution

07-Core-2B

Explain what the word concentration means in the follOwing sentence. The concen- 07-Core-3B

tration of the instant coffee solution was too strong.

Judy mixed two solutions and made the following observations. Which of her 07-Core-4B

bbservations are ways of statik the trate of a reAction?

a. The mixed solutions turned pink in 0.5 seconds.
b. The temperature rose 10°C in 30 seconds.
c. The total volume of the reaction was 28.ml.
d. Both solutions were made 48 hours before use.
e. Every minute, 5 grams of kilid product formed.

Kathy pours 80 ml ot a sugar solution into beaker A and 80.ml of the same sugar
solution into beaker B. Then she adds 20 ml of weer to each beaker.

1. How do the concen ons of the solutions in beakers,A and B compare .

. with each otl
2. Give an explanation to support your answer.

Beaker A

ml sugar solution

Beaker B

07-Core-5B

80 ml sugar solution

4,



07-Core-6B

BEAKER VOLUME OF CoSO4
SAMPLE (in ml)

,

VOLUME QF
WATER ADDED
(in m1)

?TOTAL VOLUME OF_
FINAL SOLUTION
(in ml)

A 30 50 80 t
B 80 0 # 80
C . 40 40 .. 80
D 10 70 . 80
E . 60 . 20 80

All the cobalt sulfate (CoSO4) samples were taken from the same bottle and diluted
with the volume of water recorded in the table above. Place the numbers 1 through
5 on your paper. Using the concentrations .listed below and ,the beaker letters
from the table, match each final solution described in the table with the proper'
concentration.

1. Most concentrated
2. Second most concentrated
3. Third most contentrated
4. Fourth most concentrated
5. Least concentrated

07-Core-78 The graphs below show the results of two reactions of the same chemical system.
The reactants in the system are Sulfuric acid (H2SO4) and a colorless solution. One
of the products is a gas. A different amount of H2SO4 is used,in each .reaction,
but the amount of the colorless solution is the same in both reactions.

I. In which reaction is the greater amount of H2SO4 used?
2. 'How do you know?

Reaction a Reaction b

in 30

(.7 E
u. 200 0

0 10.
0

gs Or. 0dir.el.
0 \ 1 2 3 0 1' 2 3

TIME (min) TIME (min);
,

07-Core-8B Reaction A: 5 th copper sulfate + 10 ml water + 1 &zinc -4. copper
Reaction B: 5 ml opper sulfate + 5 mit water + I g zinc -4. copper

1. Would bo of the reactions above have, the same reaction rates?
2. If so, exp in why. If not, name the variable that accounts for the dif- .

ference.

4 '7
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Reaction A: 5 ml iron chloride + 15 nirwater + 1 g zinc iron

Reaction B: 10 ml iron chloride + 10 ml water + 1 g zinc -+ iron

1. Would both reactions above have the same reaction rates?
2. Eiplain the two reasons for your answer in terms of particle collisions.

07-Core-BB

Both beakers shown below contain particles of dissolved reactant 0. When three
grams of copper sulfate (CuSO4) are added to, each of the beakers, 1 and 2, the rear-

tion rates in the two beakers are different. In 'terms of particles, how would our
model explain why the reaction rate will be faster in one beaker than in the t er?, 3 g of CuSO4 6

3 g of \?uS0.4

0 0 0
0

Beaker 1 (30°C)

0 0 0

.000
0 00u

\

- 07-Core-10B

Beaker 2 (36°C)

c.

STATE . PARTICLE SPEED

Solid

Liquid

Gas

slowest

medium

fastest

The table above is based on your particle model,
I. pn the basis of its information, which oif the reactions below would have

the fastest reaction rate? (P'stands for phoSphorotts and 0 fos oxygen.)

a. -4P (gas) + 502 (gas) -+ 2P205 (solid)
b. 4P (liquid) + 502 (gas) -+ 2P205 (solid)

c. 4P (solid),+ 502 (gaS) -+ 2P205, (solid)

2. Explain your answer in terms of the particle model.

07:-Core-1 1B

When your mother heatwater for coffee, certain changes occur in the .water. On

Our paper, list the nuiVbers,of the variables below. Based on your particle model

and your experiences, indicate how each variable responds to heating by writing

increases, decrease& or remains the same after the number of each variable.

I. Volume
2. Number of particles
3. Kinetic energy of particles
4. Particle size
5. Rate of particle collision
6. Particle speed

07-Core-12B



07-Co're-13B Walt poured two samples of 35 ml of' copper sulfate (CuSO4) into two beakers. The
samples were of the same concentrations, but one of the samples was at 25°C and the
other was at 40°C. Hi added 2.5 g of zinc to teach CuSO4 sample. The warmer
sample reacted faster. How does your model explain how temperature differences
cause the reaction rates of two reactions to be different?

V

07-Core-14B

TRIAL TEMPERATURE REACTION RATE

I

2

25°C

?

,-,
10 g iron + oxygen -± rust

l 0.g iron + oxygen 4 rust

slowlx

rapidly

I-. What can you tell about the temperature of trial 2 as compared to that of
trial I?.
2: Hbw can you tell?

07-Core-VB According to the graph below, which of the following temperature intervals produce
the greatest change in reaction rate? Select the letter-of the correct answer.

a. 70° to 80°C
b. 60° to 70°C
c. 40° to 50°C
d.. 30° to 40° C

a.

Q 10 20 30 40 50 60

TEMPERATURE (in °C)

70 801 90 .

4.



Lois collected the data shown in the table below. 07-Core-18B

TRIAL CONCENTRATION TEMPERATURE CATALYST

1 10 ml NCI+ 4 pieces shell + 5 ml Water 23°C none

2 10 ml HCI + 4 pieces shell + 8 ml Water 35°C none ..

Trials 1 and 2 have the same reaction rates.
1. Are the collision rates the same in 1 apd 2?

2. How would your.particle madel explain. your answer?

Give an operational definition of catalyst which includes all the characteristics of a 07-Core-17B ,

catalyst.

I. Cansider the two trials of the reaction below.

Trial A.
.A 15 g sample of hydrogen peroxide (H202) is heated gently. This re-
action gives off 5 ml of oxygen in 70 seconds.

Trial B.
4 15 g sample of H202 is heated with a little gold dust. This gives off
50,ml of oxygen in 70 seconds. The gold dust is unchanged.

Is gold dust a catalyst for the reaction?'
2. Consider the two trials of the reaciion below.

Trial A.
...A 15 g sample of potiSsium chlorate (KC103) is heated. The reaction

produces 2.5 ml of oxygen in one minute.
Trial B.

A 15 .g sample of KCI0.3 is heated with a little copper nitrate (blue-
green). The reaction produces 2.6 MI of oxygen krone minute, and the
blue-green crystals turn black.

Is copper nitrate a catalyst.in the feaction?
3. Consider the.two trials of the reaction below.

.Trial A.
A 10 ml sample of sulfuric acid ails' 5 g of sodium sulfate react to pro-
duce 25 ml of sulfur dioxide gas in 30 seconds.

Trial B.
Some water is added to the I 0 ml of sulfuric acid and 5 g of sodium sul-

. fate. Only /15 ml of sulfur choxide gas are produced in 30 seconds.

Is water a.catalyst for the reaction?

07-Core-18B '

Kay wanted to find out- if aluminum is dcatalyst for the zinc-hydrochlorie acid reac- .

tion. Design a procedure to find out. The reaction rate is indicated by the rate at

which hydrogen gas is produced. Include statemtnts of ( I ) which variables shouid

be kept constant (HINT,: What 'things cause a reaction rate to change?) and (2)

which variables should vary. Also -(3) include a test to show if aluminum reacts or

causes the reaction.

07-Core-I9S

4.
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07-Core-20B Mike heatd that copper was a catalyst for the reaction between hydrochloric acid
(HCI) and zinc. He took three test tubes in which HC1 and zinc were reacting and
added 1/4 teaspoon of copper to one, 1/2 teaSpoon to thesetond, and 1 teaspoon to the
third. The reaction rate did not change in any of the three test tubes. In additional,
trials, he plans toi add 2 and 3 teaspoons of copper to two other zinc-HC1 reactions
he has set up.

1 . Are these new trials necessary to find out if copper is a catalyst for th.e
reaction?
2. Explain your answer.

07 -core-21B
'

Three students heat&J potassium chlorate (KC103) with other substances to identify
a catalyst for this reaction,

2KC103r* 2KC1 + 302
Sally Upsoln said,"Manganese dioxide is the catalyst for this reaction."
Margo Downs`said, "Iron oxide is the catalyst for this reaction."
Lynn Underdown said, "Gold is the catalyst for this reaction."

1. How many of these stlidents could be correct?
.2. Why?

07-Cor;22B Fe (iron) + NCI-4 H2
Hydrogen gas (H2) can be collected by water displacement. Changing the tempera-
ture, changing the concentration of reactants, or adding a catalyst can change reac-
tion rates. Write a procedure which you could use to tell if chatting the concentra-
tion of HC1 would change the reaction rate. Be sure to tell what things you would
not vary, as well as what you would vary. (HINT: What variables affect reaction
rates'?)

07-Core-23B Jeff read that platinum is a catalyst for the reaction between sulfur:dioxide and
oxygen. He concluded that platinum would, therefore, be a catalyst for the reaction
between zinc and copper sulfate. ,

. .,

I. Do you agree?
,

2. Explain your answer.

07-Core-24B Select the two variables which affect the rate of a chemical reaction.
a. The color of the reactants
b. The shape of the reactiqn container
c. The temperature of the reactants
d. The presence of dcatalyst with the reactants
e: The color of the products

07-Core-25B From each set of parentheses selea the words which make the following sentence
true. A reaction will be fastest if.a catalyst is (present, not present), if the concentra-
tion of the reactants is (high, lovi, medium) and if the temperature is,(high, low,
medium).
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Study the graph. ., 1. .. 07-fxc 13-1-1B \ .

.

1. In which trial i there the greateSt humber of pl1ision5 between particles .

of reactahts per second? : : .
,

,\ 2. Explain you!' answer in terMs of coneeniratiod and reaCtion time.
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Janet studied the effect of changes in the concentration of HCI:on the repction time

ot the reaction shell t carbon dioxide. She defined reaction time as the time

needed to produce 20 .ml of carbon dioxide gas. Which of the graphs below is

Probably the correctgraPh for her experiment?
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C.

A.

.4.. ,1 Vt.'

5.

.
.-. 07-Exc 13-2-1.B Considet,the 0,1 lip cases below. ..

...

. Case. I. Cement in a sack won't burn, even when heated with a torch.
Case'2: Cement' dust in the air in a cement plant reacts so quickly at room tem..,

, ::- .perature.that a small spark can cause it to 'explode violently:"
.

...s.

' How can you explain the difference in reaction rates between Case 1 and Case 2?

07-Exc 14-1-1B You saw in Excursion 14-1 that burning, a reaction involving air, takes place more
. in cold.,air, than ill warm.ait....RQW ,NYPuld the particle model explain this in, . .... .

terms of the speed and Collisions of particles?

07-Exc 15-1-18 Before putting beans into the freezer, Mrs. Kaplan puts them into boiling water fôr 3
to 5 minits. She does thiS because heating them nearly stops reactions in the beans
which would cause them to spoil even when they are frozen. Explain what heat does
that stops reactions in living things such as the beans.

07-Exc 15-1-2B Tempera ures well above 80°C are needed for. breakfast cereals to react with oxygen
to prod ce carbon dioxide + water rapidly enough to produce noticeable heat. !Yet
the sa e reaction brea fast cereals plus oxygen produces carbon dioxide and

at.jIand noticeable Am° nts of heat'at 37°C in your body. Why? .

P

41"

,
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In Chapter 16,- you added sodium hydrokide (Na0H). solution tO'help drive off am-

filonia (NH3) gas from fertilizers and raw meat. The NabH solution you (sed was

not very concentrated. What effect would using a more concentraled solution of

.Na01-1 have on the reaction?

08-Core-1 B

When you added sodir hydroxide (NagH) to the fertilizer and tenderizer in Activ-

ity 16-11, ammonia (NH1) gas would-have Amen given off and bubbled thrOugh the
Nessler's solution .even if no heat had.been applied. Why, then, did.you heat the

Mixture?

08-Core-2B

Before you begin, tell your teacher that you are going to do this check.. 08-Core-3B

Is there any"change in the odor of Congo red when HCI is added to it? To ansWer

this do the following.
1. Put 6 drops ofCongo red into a test tube.

2. Smell it. .
3. Add 2 drops HCI.

. 4. Smell the mixture.
Are the smells noted in steps 2 and 4 the same ordiftterent?

0

-In Chapter 16, you found that egg white, urine, soy sauce, and uncooked meat all
contained the .elements nitrogen and hydrogen in the form of NF13. if you had

'tested further, you would 'have found that carbon and oxygen were akio present.
How would you explain that These substances contain the same elements and yet are

so different?

08-Core-48

Ken tested five samptes for the presence of ammonia, sulfate, and copper. Using 08-Core-5B

data from the table'below, write the colors of any substances which you know con-

tain nitrogen.

(MPL`E -AMMONIA
PRESENT

SULFATE
PRESENT

COPPER
PRESENT

A

reen

tie

rllow

hite

yes ,

no

yes

no

no

, .

.

yes ,
..

yes

no
,

no ..
,

yes

no
----------.

no

no -

no ,

yes .

Gordon tested a green solid Fe(NO3), I and a blue solid [Cu(NO3h I by putting
each into a different flask with 10 ml Na011 and heating the two flasks. He bubbled

each of the gases given off through test tubes of Nessler's solution. No: cdlor change

was obserVed- in the test, tubes for gases froni either of the substances. Gordon coil-

cluded that the substances did not contain nitrogen.
1. Do you agree or disagree?

.2. Explain your ans*wer.

08-dore-6B

,"
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'148-, re-7B Before you begin, tell your teacher that you
4

ire going to do this check.
Get bottle B fro% box 08-Cote-7. Using a's much of the substance as you can get on

the end of a wOoden splint, test it for amM6nia. Open your textbook and follow the
Nessler's test procedure outlineon pages 233 through 235. Report your results and
conditions.

te,

08-jore-8B

0,

Tell your teacher you are going to do this check' before you begin.
Is there any change in the odor of Congo red When HC1 is added to it? To answer

his, dd. the following.
I. Put 6 drops of Congo red into a tout tube.
2. Sinell it. ,

3. Add 2 drops of HC1.
4. Sme,11 the. mixture.

Are the smells noted in steps 2 and 4 the same or different?

08-Core-9B In Chapters ough 5, your investigatiobS showed that the many substances in.,
nature are made up of only'about 100 elements. ,But, in Chapter 16, you as a scien-
tist tested this concept again by testing many things tocsee if they contained nitrogen.
Why do scientists keep testing accepted coricepts?

0 r
'08-Core-10B YOu have used phenolphthalein indicator to tell when a citric acid reactant is used

up. How do indicators work? Why do they change color when they do?

, 08-Core-116 .; 'Kathy measnreg the volume of sodium hydfoxide (Na0H) needed to react 'with 2, 3,
5, 6, and 7 misamples of lemon juice, using phenolphthalein as the indicator. She then
graphed the data and predicted how much MOH would be needepo react with
9 ml ollethoirjuice: Ex0aln why Kathy could make fill& a prediction.

1,

la

08-Core-1?B

qv%

The chart shrown below, is part of Activity 17-3. ,First you'added sodium hydrORidp
.(Na011) to 4 ml of citric acid until the itlor of the phenolphthalein changed. You
then repeated the process,' using anOther 4 ml of citric acid, and you averaged trials0
1 apd 2. ExPlain why doing'tWo trials and finding the. average is better than just do-
ing the procedUre once.

.. .... . .

.
.

VOLUME OF
t

.: CITRIC ACID
USED%

.

ACTUAL
VOLUME
05,NaOH
USED

PREDICTED VOLUME f
OF NaOH

4
trial 1 4 ml .. ,
....

Fria! 2
.
4 ml .

LAyerage -, 4.m1
.



Margo collected the :data from three trials of the reaction 'between NaOH and egg" - C18-Core-13B

white. She then drew The graph shown below: How many grams of NaOH willyeact
with 12 g of egg white?

11.12.11....MOMMMENMEMENNOMMINEIONN NMEMENINNINEIN
OMMIEMONNENUEMEENNINNEMNENNON=NOM

HHIIHhIIIOlIlIIIIlIIHhIHHINMENIMINEMENNOMMINIMMINNEMM
OMMOMMINIONOMNEMEMENNENONONONIENNIMOMMONME.NIMMIPM1=======NNEENOPrirMEME11111.1
1111111111111M11111111111111111111
MINMENNONEMW.11. ENNENEEMONI
Nommunir 11111111111111M11011111111MENMENNIENN
INMENNORaMNIMINEMENINOMMNINIONMENNOINNEERIIFIEIMM.MEENEIMI.NINEMN
ININNIPIANEINONMONM EMNINENNIMMEN
MultaiMMONMEIMMENEMENNEMENNIMEINO

0.5 1.0 15 20 25
NaOH (in grams)

3 0 35 ,. 4.0

i

16 ....................========.
NOMOOMMCOMMOOONMONMNMXNOMMMNMMNO.................===========.0.11.111MOMMONIMMENOMMNIMIENIMEMENEMENMEMEMEMENNEEMMMINMENIMMENIMMMINOMOMM.ONNINNOMMONNIMEMMENNOMMMEONINMEMENMEMEMMONNONNOMMININNIONMENNEMEOMMINNOMINEMOMOEMEMEMIEN
1111M111111111111111111111110!:AMINIIIIIIIIIMMIMMIN
MEMMOMMUMUMMENMEMMEMMEMOMMEMMOMMONO
111116111111111811MIIIP ,411111M1011111111161111111111111111111111

g 4 IIMIIIIIIIP%1111111111111101111011111110111M1111111111111111ENOMiNNINEIONEMENIINMENNINNINEINRWMINOMONIONEMEMMENNEIMMIN1111:=========1.1MOIN1!'iMMINUMMOMOMMIIIMIEMOIMMIS
0 . 05 1.0 15 2.0 25

.NaOH (in grams)

30 35 4.0

Sue plotted data fr6m three trials of the reaction between NaOH:and egg White. Her
. .

data are shown on the grid above.
I. ktow many grams of NaOH will react with 12 g of egg white?
2. -rthe reason you can answer question 1 is-that

a. the relationship between egg white and NaOli changes only if rtiore

than 16 g of eggwhite is used.
b. yOu have worked with NaOli and egg white before.
c. reactants always combine in definite numbers.
d. egg white particle& have special reactions.

08-Core-14B



08-Core-1513 You are to find ppt how much diluee HC1 (acid) can be n utralized by J g of ,the
powder in bottle 08-Core-I 5B. To do this', use the following procedure.

1. Dissolve 1 g of the powder in .15
2. Add 2 drops of Congo red.
3. Add.acid in small 'quantities until you see a permanent color change.
4. Find the amount of acid neutralized.

, .0.7-
5, Make a seCond trial, repeating steps 1, 2, 3, and 4, and.therrayeraF the
amount of acid in the two.trials.

08-EXc 16-1-1B

r

Chef Brockett put'100 g (80 cc) of dough into cnpcake A. After putting dough into
the other cupcake papers, he added 20 g (,16 cc) more of dough to cupcake 'A. He
increased the mass (g) and the volume (cc) of cupcake A.

I. What did he do to the densil,y of the dough in cupcake A'?
2. Explain 'your answer.

I.

08-Exc 161-28 Get 100 ml of the solution in bottle.(38-Exc 16-1 -2B.--Find the density .of the solu-
tion. Return the used solution to your teacher.

08=Exc 16-1-36 Sam had a job in a laundry. HenOtieed that one of the cleaning Olti ions had a.den-
sity of 1.6 g/cc. After the number of each:maturial elow, state whether it would
sink or float in the laundry sOlution.

MATERIAL g/cc DENSITY '

1. Sulfur

2'. RubbeF ball 1.3

0.8

8.9.

3, Pumice rock

4. Penny,

08-Exc 17-1-1.8 In Activities 17-5 and .17-6, Art aleasured I. gram of crushed antacid. A on a balance.
He put this amount into 10 ml of water and added 5 drops of Congo red. Then, as
his partner stirred, he added the acid to the antacid ksolution in 17 or 2-ml squirts.
It chadged to blue When antacid A was used up.

If Art used 5 ml of water in Activity 17-5, would this affect the amount
of stomach acid that was neutralized?

EXplain your answer.

08.ExC417-2-1B Fred. bublzted a gas that :smCded like mitten eggs tiirout,fli a solution. With each hub-
ble, a small blob of yellow sqlid settled out of the colorless solution. Then, as bub-
bles of the gas came out of the delivery tube, no more solid formed. Afterward, no
matter how fast Fred bubbled the gas through the solution,, no more solid formed.
Expbin why this lkappened.



Get the bottles from box 08-Exc 17-3-..18. Test each solution with.litmus, using clean
glass stirring rods. 'After the number Of each solution, indicate whether the solution

is an acid, a base, or neither..

08-Exc 17-3-113

Linda used 'pH paper and ibund the pH of samples of acid solutions as shown in the

chart below.

SAMPLE
.LETTER

pH

a . 6b 1

c 3

d
.

5

e 2

1.. Which solution has the highest hydrogen ion (H+ ion) concentration?

2. 'Which solution is the strongest acid?

08-Exc 17-3-28

Get the numbered bottles from box 08-Exc 17-3-3, the pH paper, the pH color

scale, and 5 clean glass stirring rods: Copy the list of solutions below. Match each

item with the letter of the bottle of solution it describes.
1. Acid, strong
2. Ackl, weak
3. Neutral
4. .Base, weak'
5. Base, strong

08-Exc 17-3-38

a.
6

,J



p.

low i a diagram of a zinc strip. Vse a metric ruler to measure its length correctly

t the nearest 0.1 cm..

Zinc strip

09-Core-IS

get the following supplies and equipnient from the supply area.

1 %nil beaker 25 ml orof vinegar

1 strip of zinc 2 test leads .

1 strip of lead 1 voltmeter
Set up a chemical system which might produce electricify.

1. Does it produce electricity?
2. How do you know whether or "not this system produces electrici

09-Core-2B

Select the letter of the correct answer. Once battery has been char , in what 09-Core-3B,

Nun is the energy stored in the battery?
a. Light.

. b. Chemical
c. Nuclear
d. Kinetic.
c. Electrical

Beaker
Yellow solution

Battety-charger

Lorrie set up the equipment as pictured above. Before connecting tile system to the

charger, she observed that both rods Were black and that the solution was yellow.
After the system had been connected to the charger for five' minutes, she noticed

that one of the rods was covered with a bright silverish metal and that the solution

had becomeColorleSs.-
. What kind of change occurred?

2. What kind of energy caused it?

09-Core-4B

;.)



, 09-Core-5B In Chapter 18, you put a gray-zinc powder into a blue solution. A reaction.oceurred:
The zinc disappeared, the solution became colorless, and a red-brown copper formed.
The reactants and products were very- different.

Were new particles (atoms) forined?
2. If so, name them. If not, how do you explain the fact that the reactant
and products had such different properties?

. 09:Core-6B

w,

Chemical System

Test ead and metal strips Solution C

Randy assembled the chemical system diagramed above. List five things that Randy
might observe which would mean that there was a change in the chemical energy
of the system. (Hint: Randy used additional ISCS equipment to make, several of
the observations.)

09-Core-7B

4.

Copper strip

Art assembled the system shoWn in the above diagram. He found that it produced'
electrical energy.

I. What was happening to the chemical, energy of the system?
2. Was any energy lost or gained?
3. Explain your answer to question 2.

Zinc strip

Beaker of solution



A
.

,14,p

Gene put two rods of the same silver metal into a beaker of an orange solution. He
connected the system to a charger. One of the rods turned blu6-black and the.other..

turned whitish. The solution turned green. He disconnected the system 'from the

charger. He then connected tlie system tb a bulb, and the bulb lit. Describe any
visible changes that would occurin the,beaker as the bulb continued to burn.

Beaker

Metal rod

09-Core-8B

Sandra's new cassette ape recorder contains rechargeable batteries. About once a
week, she has to recharge the batteries. Name the proce'ss which describes the

Ayanc
: ges involving the particles inside the batteries When they are .charged or dis-

utrged. .4

4

09-Core-9B

Bill put two gold strips into a solution of copper sulfate and connected, them as
shown below. No changes in the strip or solutiOn Occurred. Gene put a carbon rod
and a magnesiuni strip into a copper sulfate solution and again completed the cir-
cuit. The magnesium strip became Nmaller and the solution became cOlorless.

I. Whose system is more likely to have produced electricity? .

2. Explain your ansWer.

Voltmeter

09-Core-10B

I 2 3
WWI*

Solution of copper sulfate

Larry-recharges the batteries for his tape recorder on a charger which works the same

way as thescharger you used in class.
I. What kind offrenergy is used to c4arge the battery?
2. What is the form of energy in the..batt.e4 after it is. disconnected from the

charger?
3. What form of energy does the battery give. off when it is in use?

09-Core-11B

G
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09-Core-12B . William put together the chemical system shown I he-Iiagram. He observed that
the system produced electricity for half a class perio Then he studied the chemical
system and 'reported that:absolutely not-changes had occurred in it,

1. Is it true that there would be no changes?
2. Explain.your answer.

8. t.91

Voltmeter

Copper strip

Zinc strip

Beaker of solution

09-Core-13B Scientists haye operatidnally defined work. Write on your answer sheet the letters of
any of the items below which fit that definition.

a. Dissolving salt in watpr
b. Returning equipment to the storage shelves
c. Pushing against a car so that it doesn't roll down a hill
d.'. Recombining atoms in a chemical reaction
e. Organizing an experiMent in your mind

09-Core-14B Steve put the battery from his snowmobile on a charger. When he calculated the
amount of energy used to charge the battery,, it was greater than the amount of
energy the battery could release. later.

I. Was energy destroyed or used up in charging tlie battery?
2. Explain your answer.

09-Core-15B Consider tlie following reaction.
REACTANTS PRO UCTS

vinegar + window cleaner 7> ammonium acetate + water + heat energy released .

1. From Ihe information given, .the chemical energy of the reactants is
(greater than, equal to, or less than) the chemical energy of the products.
2. Explain your answer.

09-Core- 6B Gene noted'that the temperature of a liquid dropped when a solid was dissolved in it.
'On your answer sheet, write the letter of the correct conclusion about the energy in
the system:.

a. The energy in the system had been consumed.
k The energy in the system pad been changed into another form.
c. The energy in the system had been destroyed..
d. Both a and c are correct.
e. Both a and b are correct.

G.



In an insulated Styrofoam cup, Julian dissolved 5 g of baking soda in 20 grams of
water which was at 24°C. The temperature of the final solution was .22°C. The
amount of energy preSent in the materials'before dissolving was (lel than, equal.to,
greater than) the energy present in the 25 grams of matter after.disSoTving.

09-Core-17B

Get' enough white copper sulfate from thejar rded 09-Core-18 to cover the bot-
tom of a test tube. -Hold the test tube so that you can feel the bottom of it, and
slowly add 7 drops of water.

I. Did a chemical reaction occur?
2.. Were the particles combining or werethey separating in t.he test tube?
3. FlOw can'you tell?

09-Core-18B

Richard mixed a salt solution at a temperature of 32°C, with a solution of silver
nitrate, also at a temperature of 32°C. As he mixed them, a milky,, white solid-
formed, aq the temperature rose to 34°C. Use your particle model to explain what

caused the temperature change.

09-Core-19B

Phil dissolves Solid ammonium chloride (NH4CI) in some water, and the temperature
of the liquid drops from 25°C to 23°C. According to the ISCS particle model, what

causes the temperature to drop when the NH4CI dissolves?

09-Core-20B

A 15. rmass of lead nitrate has in it a certain amount of' stored energy in the form
of ohemical energy. Flow could you release some of this chemical energy? Select
your answer fro'm the choices below.

-a. The 15 g mass can be melted4. .

b. The 15 g mass can be reacted to form a different compoumj.
c. The 15 if mass can be frozen.
d. All of che above are correct.
e. None of the above ate correct.

09-Core-21B

Glucose is a compound found in fruit. It contains a great deal of chemical energy.
What must happen to glucose or to any compound so that it will give up its chemical

energy?

09-Core-22B

In the next chapter, you will be working with twO dangerous liquids Winkler solu-

tion lind concentrated sulfuric acid. Assume the two bottles in box 09-Core-23B
Wntain these two liqdids. Gather the materials necessary to mix lb ml of the acid
with 10 ml of Winkler solutioh. Ask your ,teacher to o erve you. Mix the liquidS
and report your observations.

.09-Core-23B

A

Winkler solutionand concentrated sulfuric acid are very strong and dangerous chem-
icals. You will be working with them in the next chapter. List three things that you
should do,lf they should spill on someone.

09-Core-24B



09-Exc 18-1-1B The chemical cell desclilled in Excursion 18-1 wouldn't give off electrical° energy
until after it was charged. Why couldn't the system give off energy before it was
chargt?

09-6(c 18-2-1B Show your teacher the procedure you developed for Excursion 18-2. Your task is to
. defend what y did or to make a satisfactory change in any part of it that your

teacher ob'ecic o.

09-Exc 19-1-1B

o.

Below is a list of energy conversions. Choose four of them. Write the numbers of
your four selected energy conversions on your paper, and then cite an example after
each.

I. Electrical to light
2. Electrical to chcm4cal
3. Electrical to mechanical (potion)
4. Chemical to heat
5. Chemical to electrical
6. Motion energy to heat

S.

09-Exc 19-2-1B

!

Pete made the four solutions shown in the chart 'below. On your answer sheet, state
after the number of each reaction whether itiis endothermic or exothermic.

REACTION
SOLID ADDED
TO WATER

WATER TEMP,
(in °C)

SOLUTION TEMP..
(in °C)

I NH4I 23 21
I

2 t Nal 25 28 ,

3 NaNO3 24 20

4 LiOH 22 2 9

09-Exc 19-2-2B When a solid like "slated lime," which. is made up of ions, dissolves in water, two
processes which involve energy occur.

1. Name the two processes and tell wItat is occurring in each.
2. The temperature of the water rises .3 degrees during thesdissolving process.
Which of the two processes mentioned in question 1 involves the gieater
amontit of energy in this instance? .4

Al



Preparing for their experiments with Inl:s and yeast beasts, three students did the
following:

Larry washedthe glassware with tap water and then with distilled water.
Frank. washed the glassware in soapy water. He did not rinse them, but ke dried

them carefully with paper towels.
Glenn used the glassware right off the shey,

I. Which student used the best procedure?
2. What is wrong With both of the other procedures?

f

10-Core-1B

Sioppos you collected three water samples from a lake, and you wanted to identify
the sa le which contained the mwt dissolved oxygen. You Would add Winkler
solutions41 and //2, starch, H2SO4, and,Na2S203.

1. What data would you collect?
2. How would the data tell you which water sampire contained the most
oxygen?

10-Core-2B

In yotir work with ICR's, you have studied oxygen. What kind of information would
you need to know about a substance like oxygen to write an operatioil definition
for it?

. -

JO-Core-3B

'Open your book to Chapter 20 and use it to help you write an operational ri:lefinition

for dissolved oxygen.

10-Core-4B

1

All year you have done reactions in beakers. In Chaptets 20 and 21, where you
studied ICR's, oxypn, and carbon dioxide, you were asked to use jars that you.
could cap tightly. Why was it important to ttie activity that you cap the jars

tightly?

10-core-5B

On Friday, Dick used a piocedure identical to that used for bottle 1, below. He
und that it took 36 drops of Na2S203 to remove the color from a mikture of 3

dro s of H/102, 150 rnl of water, Winkler solutions, H2SO4, and starch which he has

just made: On Monday, he did the following, using bottles 1, and 2.

Bottle 1
1. Put in 150 ml water.
2. Added 3 drops H202.
3. Added nothing; but capped the hottle.
4. Waited 12 miautes.
5. Removed nothing.
6. Added Winkler solutions and 112SO4.
7. Added 8 drops of.Na2S203.
8. Added I drop of starch solution.
9. Added 28 drops of Na2S203 to remove color.

Bottle 2
, Put in 150 ml water.

2. Added 3 dropS H202.'
3. Added 2 ICR's, and capped the boitle
4. Waited 12 minutes.
5. Removed the ICR's.
6. Added Winkler solutions and 1:1
7. 'Added 4 drops of Na2S203.
8. Added 1 drop of starch solution.
9. Added 10 drops of Na2S203 to remove color..

10-Core-

4.

r. What. term describes bottle '2 a it is used by Dick today in this activity?

2; Since/Dick recorded his results Friday for the same procedure used in

bottle li, why did he have to do the same reaction on Monday as part of this

activity.?
i

0.5



10-Core-7B Bob put two 1CR's into each of two jars, A and B. Each jar already contained 120 ml
of water and 4 'drops ot hydrogen iiieroxide (1-1n)., After 15 minutes, he retnoved
the ICR's frojn jar A aniil tested the water for the-amounts of Oxygen and Carbon
dioxide it contained. Twenty minutes after" the start of the activity, he removpd the
1CR's from jar B 4nd tested for, amouots of oxygen and carbon dioxide.

1. Which/Sample, if either one, will contain less oxygen?
2. Which sample, if either one, will contain more carbon dioxide?
3. Explain why you answered as you did.

10-Core-8B Barb had a gallon of pond water. She tested a sample of it, using phenol solution, and
found that the water contained carbon dioxide. Barb said she was not sure if the '
rest of the water contained carbOn dioxide because she had tested only a 'small'
sample.

t. Does the-rest of the wter contain carbon dioxide?
. 2.. Explain your answer.

10-Core-9B In the Apollo missions in which the U.S. landed men on the moon,- there were thrte
astronauts per mission. Suppose the Concentiation of men had been five per space
capsule.

1. What would the, increase in concentration of men do to the rate at which
oxygen .was used up?.
2. What would it have done to the rate at which carbon dioxide was pro-
duced?
3. Why?.

10-Core- 10B Look at Activities 21-8 and 21-9 in your text. In these activities, you studied the
effect of temperature on the reaction rate of fish. The fcmperatwe in the jar con-
taining the fish dropped slowly during the 20 minutes in which the jar was, in the ice
water. Why not, put the fish directly into distilled ice water so tha they would be at
the loWer temperature for the full 20 minutes?

10-Core-11B . In Lake Delaware, the temperature in early spring is about 4°C. l July, the water
temperature rises to 25°C.

I. How would this warming of the lake water affect how o 4-1 a turtle must
surface to take in new oxygen and release carbon dioxide?

- 2. Explain your answer in terms of reaction rates.

.10-Core-12B Selects all of the following things which are evidences that chemIc reactions take
place in living things.

a. Concentrations are altered.
b. New materials (fIroclucts) are formed.
c. Some materials (reactants) -are used up..
d. Temperatures of living things alter the rate of new material formation.
e. All of the above are correct.



a

O.

Andy colledted two samples of oxYgen,,one by passing an electric current thrpugh

Water and a second from the liying efodea. Andy said he could tell the oxygen
produced from the living elodea because it ifoula react differently from the oxygen

produced. by an electrk current.
I. Do you agree or disagree with Andy's statement?
2. Why?

10-Core-13B

Matt's dad told him that a chemical reaction makes a certain 'racing car run. He said

the reactants were alcohol and oxygen. .

1. From what you .know about chemical reactions, predict what should
happen to the amount of alcohol in the ills tank as the motor runs if the re-
action is taking place.
2. Why does this happen?

10-Core-14B-

You used phenol red to indicate how
ater. Lynn says, "CO2, like anything
times. When it feels more active, 'a given
red than when it feels less active."
o

1. Do you agree or not?
2, Why?

much carbon dioxide (CO2) was present in
else, feels more active sometimes than' otha
amount of CO2 will react 'with more Aenol

10-Core-15B

You found that two fish removed oxygen from the water. There are two possible
reasons that this happens. Either fish only absorb and store oxygen, or fish use the
dissoWed oxygen in a chemical reaction.

1. What evidence do you have from the activities that you have done in class
which would help yOu choose one of the above?

2. How does this evidence help.you choose?

10-Core-16B

Which of 'the following is the best statetnentfitting bOth your model for chemical
reactions and the results of your activities with the Kw

a. They'prove that chemical reactions take place inside the !CR as they do in
test tubes involving nonliving systems.
b. They suggest that reactions take place inside of 1CR's as they do in test
tubes involving only nonliving systems.
c. They establish proof that chemical reactions do. not occur inside cif ICR's

as they do in test tubes involving only nonliving things..

d. They definitelP show that your model must be true.
e. a and d

10-Core-17B

Sharon took herternperature beforg leaving school. It was 32°C. She walked through
the cold and snow, and as soon as she got home, she took her temperature again. It

was still 37°C. Certain processes convert the energy in food into heat that keeps

human' body temperature from dropping even on very cold days. What are these
processes called? .

10-Core-18B



*4,

10-Exc 211-1B A hospital lab has four containers of equal size containing samples of breath fro'in
four experimental animals. Suppose there are no Winkler solutions avilable. How
cart you find out which sample of breath contains the most oxygen?

e.

10-Exc' 21-2-1B Get a piece of graph paper from yoUr teacher, and label it aS shown on the grid be-
low. Graph the data about Lake Wilbur given below'. Then ror each kind of fish
listed, place an X on the grid at the lowesedepth at which it could survive. Beside the
X, write the name of the f;c:>

DISSOLVE.1) OXYGENIN LAKE WILBUR

DEPTH (in til ) OXYGEN (in mg/liter)

0 10.0

2 . 9.8

4 9.4

6 5.2

8 /2
10 . 1.5

A 2 1.2

14 0.8

16 0.5
iF

18 ' 0.5

LOWEST CONCENTRATION OF DISSOLVED OXYGEN
AT WHICH FISH CAN SURVIVE FOR 24-HOURS

TYPEOF FISH DISSOLVED.OXYGEN (in Mg/I)

Bass

Crappie

Nail
270

.

3:5. , .

20

18

16

14

7E12

I.
lz 8
0 6

4

2

M MEM MEMO .1. 1.11 Mom MaINOOMINNI MEN IIMIIINENMMMNON. MOM NOMMOMMONMEOM

I

MUM.' M MOMNMEMONEEM M NOMMEN'.MONNIMME NORNMEMNIIMMEMOMMENII IIMEMEMMEMEMENONIMTIMMEM

O1111111 111111111111
111111 III IIIIIIIIIII

Will 111111111111111II
0 2 4 6 . 8 10 12

OXYGEN (in rhg/l)

11



Pet'. thebox labeled 1 Jt contains five stOpperedtest tubes of varying con-

Centrations of glucose solution. 'Each . tube also cOntaini five dropS of Benedict's ,
solulion. Arrange the test: tubeS in order,beginning on the left with. the tube with
the lowest g1ucos6 coneentration 'imp ending with thelube with the highest concen-

.

tration. Show yoUr teacheryOur ordering,

,11 -Core-1 B

Gei -7 chops "of each of* the 'four solutions in the bottleS in 11-Corer-28, Put each'
solution info a sejiarate teq.tiitewhich is labeled with the number of the bottle you
get the saniple' from. Your task Is to judge the arnount 'of glucose in each sample,
using ate procedure stited'in. Activities 22-12 through 22-14.

Put the solutions ig order from,lowest glueqse Content to highest glucose content.
\

On your paper, list the numbers of the test tubes in that order.
0

1 1-Core-2B

A eat, tireathes in.opten.'WhiCh reacts and is released as carbon dioXide (CO2). What
is' th'e'source of the eleMent carbpn in the CO2?

.'. a. It:is psents in some form in the cat's body. * A

b, It is .created..by the cat's body. . .

pz% . C. It is-preseritonly in burnt table scraps.

It.,
,, d. The cat's, body miikes it from other eleiriats.

c.. Both b alid d above are sources.

4.

.11 -Core-3B.

- Suppose'that the figu're'behoW shows the number of yeas( beasts'in 1/4 of a drop of a

.Yeast solution.... Calculate the number of drops yowwould expect to find in ,the"

entire drop of yeastsolution,,,.

;14

-

".4

11 -Core4B

,

,
:

,Wheti you ground Op fhe yoast 1-)estsou killed that by tearing them apart. Yet
the .growid. up yell beasts c'auSe. the Miakilovin of glticOse into carbon dioxide and

-Water ta.happenlaster.ihan-do whOlei,&ast beasts. VNI?
g ,

11 -Core-41

,
,Gluciiset. is tvo,ke'n .(1,oWn.-'hAO. e.arbon dic,ixide'(CO) and water by Yeast. During the

:`. L;reakdoWn, the yeaSt.organisnis gro.* artil 1.)cieonte more numerous°. In other Wordsr";

-the.; .masS' o'f khe'. wail. increaseo. The iietion- Wfilek:tAkes p14ee,is.shown belOw, -

. .... .;: , ..,-1.,, ".rs .. i.l.. . ., '.' ''': -A.."' At
. .

:.. ,. , . ....-tifite6se.+'yeast + !, igerv+.... ..÷.rn ow, mast. ,-. '
.- .,.

.. ...... . 4,
. ... .

, . ,

. 0 (.. gritni of g i'were put into. the reaction eontaiticr, Would 13
:. .

. . . ..
*

graMsof.CO' 40d140tt. 41.71043.' ,-`..,' -
.. ... .

--;° . '2. Exklikin .Your answtr! :`,.,....,3,'.':".. . - .. ,
. , .. ...i .

.: ,

....... ,...
.*. e ,4,--z, '

"..:*. "r , . 4"Yr'; ,- < :4 . JAI
. . .*.. "2 .'.. .

.s*4'...1:1'1. 4>' ,I . -'- ., Az
, 4. .. v . ., :" .. - 4 t : .,

:i
k, ' . 44' $ . ' '''" . i ' ,1.. .

'. s
. ";011 .:

A
V-1.-f AN

-4*
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I
.

11 -Corel6B
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11-Core-lB

411

Case I. Art wanted to react.beef in a beaker toi break it down into a simpler sub:
stance. He found he had to add catalysts to the.beaker...

. ,

Case 2. Art sat down to eat a large beef roast. He iivanted his Stomach to earrSrotit -
a reaction in which the*beef was broken down into a simpler substance. It did so,
and he- didn't have tp add any catalysts to his stomach..,

Explain whrArt had tolidd a catalyst in case I bUtriot in case

11.-Core-8B
t

Toast sittihg. in the kitchen will not react with oxygen to produce carbon dioxide
(C01) and water' .rapidly enough to give off noticeable heat at 37°C. Yet the same
reaction at 3.7°C in your body produces CO2,4,,water, and noticeable amounts of
heat.Explain why this occurs.

1,1 -Core-9B

4.

The following reaction takes plmie in potato plants.
carbon dioxide +Veer + glucose + oxygen

Herb says that this reattion will never be carried put in a test tube. He says, that the
catalyst§ that are required arc produced in the plAt and even with the-catalysts pres-
ent, the reaction will not take place outside of a living plant.

I. Do you agree or disagree with Herb's statemen-t-'..),
2. Why?

11-Core-10B In a cartoon in Chapter 23, Miss Yeast Beast'says that she contains catalysts.,.
Do you contain catalysts?

2. What evidence supports your answer? (Hint: Marshmallows and ice
cream release energy inside you at body temperature.)

11-Core-11B Now that you. have worked with the yeast and fish, list three variables you think
affect reaction rates in living thivs.

. 11-Core-12B Suppose that you put 4 chemical systetns into a closet. Each system is
made up of a test tube filled with diluted HC1 and 17 small peites of zinc.
Suppose you ,also put enough zirie, HCI, and test tubes into the cupboard
to make up IOU such systems. Then you shut the door.. If you rct urned in
an hour, would you find fewer than 4, exactly 4, or more than 4 (..temical

. ... .

systems in the c.loset? .

2.. Suppose you put 4 yeast beasts (chemical systems) intc a eu.p of Warm
water anc 1\4 sugar. Tomorrow, would there be fewer than , exactly 4, or
more 'than, chemical systems in the closet? .,

3. What is the difference between the HCI-zinc chemical system nd the
yeast ,beasts system which explains your answers to questions. 1 and 2?

-

,.
.11-Core-1,3B Bruce .says, 'A Was Warned several., times not to overheat the yeast beasts of I would

kill thetn. But it turns out that it is the catalyst inside them that was important to
the reaction, Since I had grciund the yeast to let the 'catalyst out, I could have heated
Was mugh as I Wanted and Me reaction would have gone quicker.", 1: D-o,yOu agree qr disagree with-Bruce?

2. Why?

4.%
.1.



1

,

Select the letter of the chemical reaction in which oqgen is a reactant.
a. A log burning
b. Sodium chloride and careium chloride dissolving in the same test tube

c. Water boiling
d. &ail polish drying

'

4.

11-Core-14B

. Define the.unit .of heat kilgcalorie in terMs of water. 11-Core-15B
riv

.,

How is calorie defined injerms of water? 11-Clire-16B

Sandy found the changt in heat energy of a 17 gram sample of water when its tem-

perature rose 9°C.: She multiplied 17 grams by 9°C and got the number 153. Chook
the letter of the answer below that includes the unit of heat in which this problem
should be answered.

a. I 53 Btu
b. 153 meters
c. 153 newt .

d. 153 calories
e. 153 kilocalories

11-Core-17B

Get any equipment you need, and heat 150 nil of water for twolninuteir You are
to calculatO the change in the heat energy of the water during the hrting period.
Record and label all the measurements you make.

11-Core-188\ -

If in is the symbol for mass and you wermsked to.measure Am, what,would 'you ..,11-COre-19B

measure?

How many calories of heat energy are required to raise the temperature of 40 grams

of 'water from 9°(' to 900( "?

11-Core,20B .

Which, of the following VariableS are important but are ignored when you use the
ISCS cola-can heat-measuring ddice to.calculate the heat of the marshniallow-oxygen

reaction?
a. TIte color of the marshmallows
b. 'Heat lost to the surrounding air
c. Heat lost to the can
d. All of the above

11-Core-21B

Select the variables which affect the amount of temperature Change when an alcohol

solution'is being heated.
a. The age of the alcohol being heated
b. The amount of heat supplied per minute
c. The person who is heating,it
(1. The amount of time the heat is supplied
e. The amount of matter heated

11-Core-22B



11-Cbre-2313 The Main fop in whiCh energy is out intaYbur body is chemical. In your body, it
is converted into other formS of energy:: List tWo of theforms. into which the chem-
Ica] energy is ceinverted.

11-Core-14B The sugar found in fruit contains a great deal of chemical energy.
I. What must happen to the sugat so that it will give up its chemical energy?
2. What happens to the atoms in the sugar as its chemical eArgy is changed?

11-Core-25B Honey contains a great deal of energy. In what form is this energy stored?

11-Core-26B 1. Can people be considered NCR's (human chemical reactors)?
2. If they can, name three reactants and three products of an HCR. If not,
'what is their source of energy?*

11-ExC 22-1-1B Kissin' Cousin Connie's Coffee Cake recipe from 1870 includes both yeast and glu-
close. On the basis of what you learned in Excursion 22-1, state what yeast and
glucose do to dough and how they do it.

11-Exc 23-1-18 Eloise wants to find put if tanniZ acid is a Substance that will act as a cafalyst for the
breakdown of starob. If the tannic acid is a catalyst, what visible result should she
observe after mixing together the tannit acid, starch, and the iodine solution?

MExc 24-1-1B harry cooled 18 g of water by packing the contaioer in ice.. The temperature dropped
frinn 42°C to 22°C. How many calories ofileat were lost?

11-Exc 24-1-2B Mom s apple pie contains 266 Calories per Slice. If all the energy in the.pie were re-
leased as hea energi/, how many grams of water can this much heat energy raise 1°C`?

4
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Get your textbook, and use it to do this check. In the left-hand column are state-
ments of five assumptions from the particle model: In the right-hand column .t a
list of ISCS activities that you have done;each of which involves one of these assump-
tions. Number your answer sheet 1 through 5. After the nUmber of each assump-
tion, write the letters of all of the activities listed which are related to it. A number .
may have more than one letter matched with it. (flint: Read all, the assumptions
before reading any of the actiiiities. If you have trouble matching any of the activi-
ties, look in your texit for that activity and find out what assumptions are relaied to

it.)

Assumptions of the Particle Model

1 . All matter is composed of particles.

2, Some matter is composed of elec-
trically charged'particles called ions.

3. Chemical reaCtions are rearrange- .

ments of matter particles.
,

4. Chemical reactions often release
heat energy or absorb it. .

-
S. Increasing the temperature of
reactants iiwreases the rate of a
reaction.

M1

*12-Core-lB

Activities

a. When particles -such as lead (Pb) and nitrate (NO3) in lead
.nitrate (Pb(NO3)21-'crystals arc separated by .dissolving, the
temperature drops.

b. It took 'more phenol red to get a pink color in warm water
from which a goldfish had been removed than in cold water frOm

which a goldfish had been removed.

c. This idea is proposed to explain the behavior of water when

heated.

d. A goldfish used up more oxygen in warm water than in cOld

water.

e.' This.idea is used to/explain differences in the reactions of rock
and shells with Ha

f. When the colorles solutions of lead nitrate. (n(NO-3)21 ,and
potassium iodide (KI) reacted, a yellow solid, lead ioclide (Pb12),

was forme'd. The yellow solid contained atoms of lead (Pb) and
iodide (12). No new elements were found in t1-3-4-81iT\

g. Foods burn, and body temperature is often above room tem--
perature.

h. Zinc (Zn.) and MI produced hydrogen at a faster rate when

hot than when cold.

i. Solutions of copper sulfate (CuSO4) and cObalt sulfate (CoSO )

. let electricity Pas tlirough them to light alight bulb. ,

j. The amount of reaction between zinc (Zn) and copper sulfate
(CuSO4) could be determinedity measuring AT.

4



12-CoreABB Get your textbook, and uSe it to do this.check. In the left-hand coluinn are state-
ments of five assumptions from the particle mOdel. In the right-hand column is a

plist of ISCS activities that you have done, each of which involves one of these assUmp-
lions. Number your answer sheet 1 through 5. After the number of each statement,
write the letters of all of the activities listed which are related to it. A nUmber may
have more thait one letter matched with it. (Hint: Read -all the.assumptions before
reading any.of tho activities. If you- have trouble matching tiny of the activities, look
in your text for that activity 'and find out what assumptions are related to it.)

Assumptions of-the Particle Model

Compoundgpare combina.tions of .

different atoms in definite numbers.

2. In chemical reactions, matter par-
ticles are not created or destroyed.

3. MI matter is.composed Of NT-
tides.

4. Some matter is composed of dec-.
irically charged particle's called ions.

5: Molecules arc made of atoms and
can be.broken down into atoms or
sin\plet molecules.

\

Activities

a. When different quantities of zinc (Zn) were reacted with a
fixed quantity of copper sUlfate (CuSO4), there was either Zit.
,or CuSO4 left over when the reaction stopped. -

b. Solutions of copper 4dfate tCuSO4Y and abaft sulfate
(CoSO4) let electricity pass through them to.light a light bulb.

)

c. When sucrose is heated, water and carbon are formed.

d. This idea is used.to explain differences in the reactions of rock
and shells with HC.I.

e. When different quantities of lead nitrate IPb(NO3)21 were
reacted with the same quantity of potassium iodide (KI), some-
times iodide (I) atoms were left over and sometimes lead (Pb)
atoms were leftover.

f. When sucrose is heated with HCI, fructose, and glucose are
formed.

g. Potassium iodide (KI) solution ahd.lead nitrate lPh(N0-011
solution were mixed and reacted. 'Me combined mass of the soru-.
lions after they reacted was the.saine as the total masses of the
two- liefore they reacted.

h. The copper .'parti-cleS in -a solulion of copper sulfate (CuSO4)
move toward a negatively charged rod, whereas the' sulfate par-
ticks move toward a positively yharged rod.

i. When electricity is passed through water, the elements oxygen
and hydrogen are released.

j. This idea is proposed to explain the behavior of water when
heated.

7 I


